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Abstract  
E-learning is becoming very important in fields where access to learning materials needs to be brought about effectively and efficiently. Our experience in dealing with e-learning systems of different types has shown that several aspects influence the design and the evaluation of such systems, primarily the educational aspect, since the main purpose of such systems is to achieve educational goals. We are well aware that specific conceptual models and practical protocols are needed, capable of considering all the aspects that influence design and evaluations of e-learning systems. As a consequence, in the last few years we have developed the TICS (Technology, Interaction, Content, Services) framework and the eLSE (e-Learning Systematic Evaluation) methodology that, taking into account the most important aspects of e-learning system quality, aim at guiding designers and evaluators.
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Introduction  
In the e-learning context, a major challenge for designers is to develop software tools and environments that can engage novice learners and support their learning even at a distance. Towards this
end, there should be a synergy between the learning process and the learner’s interaction with the software. As for any interactive system, usability is a primary requirement. If an e-learning system is not usable, the learner spends more time learning how to use the software rather than learning the contents. Besides being usable, an e-learning system addresses other challenges, e.g., it must be effective in meeting pedagogical objectives. System evaluation should thus integrate an assessment of the educational aspects.

Despite the large number of e-learning systems now available, one of the barriers to successful deployment of technology-based learning is the lack of high quality systems tailored to the needs of individual users and groups. Various definitions and frameworks for the quality of e-learning systems are reported in literature, but the identified solutions appear as a short blanket, able to cover only some of the multiple aspects that characterize the complexity of the problem [2, 3, 5].

Quality of e-learning systems has been primarily considered from the point of view of education experts, focusing on the educational content with little attention to how it is presented. With respect to this point of view, we emphasize the interaction dimension and, specifically, the interaction between the user (teacher or learner) and the overall system, not only its content (the learning materials). On the basis of our experience, we believe that, in the e-learning context, proper conceptual models, as well as design and evaluation techniques and methodologies, have to be considered in order to foster a user-system interaction that facilitates the learning process. It is not possible to neglect the influence of the user interface on the learners’ activities [4, 10]. Many e-learning systems provide various functionalities and services, but it is often difficult, if not impossible, for users to find and use them in an effective and efficient way. Thus, we have proposed a definition of e-learning systems quality, which highlights the importance of the user interface in designing and/or evaluating the overall quality of e-learning systems [6]. If designers are fully aware of the high value of the user interface, they will not neglect this aspect of e-learning systems and will create products of better quality, which will contribute to the success of technology-based learning.

Looking at e-learning systems from the point of view of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) experts, we have to acknowledge the great influence of the educational objectives of such systems in their design and evaluation. With the intent of balancing the above points of view in design and evaluation of e-learning systems, we have developed the TICS framework and the eLSE methodology described in the next sections.

**TICS framework**

By considering the literature on e-learning systems quality, the experience of HCI experts and the results of observing real users interacting with e-learning systems, a new framework, called **TICS (Technology, Interaction, Content, Services)**, has been developed. It addresses the most important aspects to be considered when an e-learning system is designed or evaluated. TICS primarily focuses on the quality dimensions recommended by the Italian Ministry of Education in [9], integrating them with dimensions that refer to the interaction aspect that, as we have discussed above, plays a crucial role in the fruition of the e-learning material. In the following the TICS aspects, and their
specific dimensions, as shown in Figure 1, are described.

Technology
The technology aspect focuses on the dimension Hypermedial Technology, since this is the technology on which e-learning systems are usually based. This aspect refers to the technological problems that can obstruct or make difficult the use of the e-learning system, namely compatibility with different operating systems; performance; monitor resolutions; hardware and software for system accessibility.

Interaction
The explicit inclusion of the interaction aspect is one of the novelty of our approach with respect to the quality dimensions usually addressed in the e-learning literature. We believe it is crucial for technology-based learning. This aspect involves Presentation of the educational material and of the provided services and tools, and User Activity performed during the interaction with the system. In particular, user errors should be prevented as much as possible. If an error occurs, the e-learning system should provide appropriate support to manage it.

Content
The content aspect refers to the Appropriateness of the educational material that must be learned and to the Educational Process that involves the person learning through the system. Appropriateness and quality of the educational material could be achieved through an accurate learner-centered design [12]. This aspect also refers to the way the material is taught and to the capability of the e-learning system to propose study activities to the learner, who should also be free to autonomously choose his/her learning path (e.g. alternating moments of study, exercises, and verifications). Besides, the learner should have the possibility to go more deeply into the course content and the system should provide concrete, real, and helpful examples to facilitate understanding of the educational content.

Services
The services aspect refers to the Application Proactivity, which involves the tools that facilitate and support the user during the navigation through the system and the fruition of the educational material. It is necessary to provide users with communication tools, auto-evaluation tools, help services, search engines, references, scaffolding, and so on. Ease of learning and ease of use of such tools allow users to concentrate their efforts on the learning paths without being required to spend too much time trying to understand the way the e-learning system works.

Some authors already stated that the user interface must be designed and evaluated on the basis of well
defined criteria and methods, specific for e-learning [13]. The TICS framework has been developed in order to further emphasize that e-learning systems have to consider several aspects that influence their design and evaluation. TICS dimensions and corresponding guidelines should guide designers to focus on what is required for creating good quality systems. On the basis of TICS, we have also developed an evaluation methodology, described in the next section.

**eLSE Methodology**

*eLSE (e-Learning Systematic Evaluation)* methodology proposes to evaluate e-learning systems with the support of appropriate evaluation patterns [6, 8]. Here we briefly summarize the eLSE methodology; its goal is to increase the reliability and the effectiveness of e-learning system evaluation by proposing a structured and systematic approach to it, which considers all the important aspects that influence the quality of such systems, as addressed by the TICS framework.

eLSE suggests analyzing an application along specific dimensions (those highlighted by TICS), which address the appropriateness of design with respect to the peculiar nature and purposes of e-learning systems. eLSE proposes an inspection technique based on the use of *evaluation patterns* that are specifically defined for e-learning systems. For this reason, it is called *Pattern-Based inspection* or (PB inspection).

For each TICS specific dimension (i.e. Hypermedial Technology, Presentation, User Activity, Educational Process, Content Appropriateness, Educational Process, Application Proactivity), general usability principles are identified and then decomposed into finer-grained criteria. By considering the literature on e-learning, results of users studies, and the experience of HCI experts, a number of specific guidelines have been identified and associated to these criteria, to be taken into account during the design phase. Then, a set of evaluation patterns, addressing these guidelines, has been defined [6, 8].

An evaluation pattern is a description of what an evaluator has to do when inspecting an application. Evaluation patterns guide the evaluator’s activities by describing which elements of the application to look for, and which actions the evaluators must perform in order to analyse such elements. In this way, even novice evaluators, with lack of expertise in usability and/or application domain, are able to come out with more complete and precise results.

Evaluation patterns make possible to maximize the reuse of evaluators’ know-how, by capturing usability inspection expertise, and by expressing it in a precise and understandable form, so that it can be easily reproduced, communicated, and exploited. They therefore allow evaluators to take “... advantage of any of the efforts done in previous works, to reduce the effort needed to achieve a new one” [11]. Evaluation patterns are precisely formulated by means of a template that provides a consistent format. More details on the library of evaluation patterns defined for evaluating e-learning systems can be found in [1].

eLSE methodology organizes the evaluation process activities into a *preparatory phase* and an *execution phase*. The preparatory phase is performed only once for each analysis dimension; its purpose is to create a conceptual framework that will be used to carry out actual evaluations. The output of the preparatory phase
can be easily shared among different evaluators, or
different evaluation laboratories that have similar
interests and evaluate such applications from similar
points of view. The preparatory phase consists of the
identification of guidelines to be considered for the
given dimensions and the definition of a library of
evaluation patterns. The execution phase is performed
every time a specific application must be evaluated. It
mainly consists of a PB inspection, performed by some
evaluators. If needed, the inspection can be followed by
user testing sessions, involving real users. At the end of
each evaluation session, the evaluators must provide
designers and developers with a proper evaluation
feedback.

eLSE methodology also proposes an important
distinction between the e-learning platform and the
educational modules. The e-learning platform is the
software environment that usually offers a number of
integrated tools and services for teaching, learning,
communicating, and managing learning material. The
educational modules, also called learning objects, are
the specific learning material provided through the
platform. Design guidelines and evaluation patterns
defined for the platform differ from those ones defined
for e-learning modules, since different features and
criteria need to be considered [1].

The eLSE methodology can be easily adapted to
different types of applications in different domains, by
identifying specific analysis dimensions and the proper
set of evaluation patterns.

Validating the PB inspection
The main novelty of the eLSE methodology is the PB
inspection. This technique, particularly suited for novice
evaluators, has been empirically validated through a
controlled experiment, which compared PB inspection
to heuristic evaluation and user testing [7]. The study
involved 73 novice evaluators and 25 end users, who
evaluated an e-learning application using one of the
three techniques. The comparison metric was defined
along six major dimensions, covering concepts of
classical test theory and pragmatic aspects of usability
evaluation. The study showed that evaluation patterns,
capitalizing on the reuse of expert evaluators know-
how, provide a systematic framework which reduces
reliance on individual skills, increases inter-rater
reliability and output standardization, permits the
discovery of a larger set of different problems and
decreases evaluation cost.
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Abstract
This paper explores user experience (UX) in educational Virtual Worlds. A two-month user experience evaluation was conducted where 37 learners used an educational Virtual World for a problem-based learning task. Two user experience measurements were performed at two distinct phases so as to assess users’ perceptions of the Virtual World environment over time. Results reveal that all UX qualities were rated lower at the second measurement mainly due to the many technical problems that users faced throughout the study. However, only the decrease in pragmatic quality was found to be statistical significant. To this end, results indicate that the environment needs usability improvement in terms of efficiency and effectiveness and technical stability so as to provide a better user experience.
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**Introduction**

The evolution of Virtual Worlds (VWs) (e.g., Second Life) has extended research and development on learning technologies and distance learning. Virtual Worlds have a great impact on technology enhanced learning [9], providing prospective learners unprecedented ways of collaboration and feelings of immersion and social presence. Despite the attention they have received as new learning environments there is a lack of validated design principles and guidelines for developing learning spaces within VWs. Accordingly, user experience evaluation studies are scarce. Very few studies have been reported in the literature [16, 14] while most of the relevant research is still anecdotal.

In this empirical study we conducted a user experience (UX) evaluation where learners used an educational VW for two months for a problem-based learning task. Two UX measurements were performed at two distinct phases so as to assess users’ perceptions of the VW environment over time.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work. In Section 3 and Section 4 we present the methodology and results of this empirical investigation, respectively. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper with a discussion on the experimental results.

**Background and Related Work**

In this section we present related research work on User Experience and Virtual Worlds for education, both of which lie at the foundation of our study.

**User Experience**

User Experience (UX) studies the feelings and thoughts of an individual about a product (e.g., interactive system). UX is dynamic, because it changes over time as the circumstances change [4]. Being a multi-dimensional and complicated area a universal definition has not been agreed to date. Nevertheless, most of the definitions given to UX [20, 2] agree that UX focuses on the hedonic and affective aspects of human-computer interaction (HCI), but it also includes a person’s perceptions of the practical aspects such as utility, ease of use and efficiency of a system.

Effective HCI design and evaluation involves two important qualities: i) usability (i.e., traditional HCI), and ii) hedonic, beauty and affective [2]. Based on Jordan [3], the latter complements traditional HCI qualities (i.e., pragmatic) by suggesting a fixed hierarchical structure of qualities that contribute to positive experience. That is, a product has to provide functional and usability qualities before hedonic aspects can take effect. In contrast to Jordan, Karapanos et al. [4] assume the importance of these different qualities to vary with several contextual factors, i.e., individual differences, type of product, situation the product is used, and change of experience over time.

Recent research on HCI extends traditional task-based analysis and evaluation (e.g., usability evaluation), but rather focuses on hedonic and affective (e.g., surprise, diversion, intimacy) aspects of HCI design and evaluation. Mandic and Kerne [5] demonstrated an addition to email (called faMi liar), which visualizes “rhythms in social engagements” (p. 1617) and builds on intimacy as a core construct. In laboratory studies of users’ preferences of Media player skins, Tractinsky and
Lavie [6] and Tractinsky and Zmiri [7] showed the choice of personalised user interfaces (i.e., media player skins) to be driven by usability, aesthetic and symbolic considerations. Desmet et al. [1] demonstrated how affect could become a design goal. Zhang and Li [8] found the perceived affective quality of a course management system to be an antecedent of its perceived usability, usefulness and the intention to use. Germanakos et al. [19] have shown that users’ cognitive and emotional characteristics have significant impact in the adaptation and personalization process of web environments by increasing usability and satisfaction during navigation and learning process.

Regarding UX evaluation, one of the most influential models is the one proposed by Hassenzahl [22]; according to this model each interactive product has a pragmatic (related to usability) and hedonic quality that contribute to the UX. Based on this model a very well known and widely used instrument has been developed, the AttrakDiff, which has been employed in our empirical study (version AttrakDiff2). It is composed of four main constructs with seven anchor scales (total 28 items). The constructs are [21, 22]: Pragmatic Quality (PQ), which is related to traditional usability issues (such as effectiveness, efficiency, learnability, etc.); Hedonic Quality Stimulation (HQS), which is about personal growth of the user and the need to improve personal skills and knowledge; Hedonic Quality Identification (HQI), which focuses on the human need to be perceived by others in a particular way; and Attraction (ATT) which is about the global appeal of an interactive system or product.

3D learning spaces and educational Virtual Worlds
Virtual Worlds (VWs) or MUVEs (Multi User Virtual Environments) are computer-generated (not exclusively in 3D or animated graphics) environments, in which multiple users navigate, interact and communicate having a form of embodied representation [17].

This study considers VWs as learning and educational environments. VWs quickly captured the attention of the educational community as a highly engaging medium and a prospective learning environment that supports synchronous and asynchronous collaboration and user (learner) immersion in realistic or imaginary environments. There are numerous distinguished characteristics in VWs that can transform and enhance the quality of learning and educational activities. As Dalgarno and Lee [9] argue, VWs provide five important learning affordances as they facilitate learning tasks that: "...lead to the development of enhanced spatial knowledge representation of the explored domain" (p.18); "...would be impractical or impossible to undertake in the real world" (p.19); "...lead to increased intrinsic motivation and engagement” (p.20); "...lead to improved transfer of knowledge and skills to real situations through contextualisation of learning” (p.21); "...lead to richer and/or more effective collaborative learning than is possible with 2-D alternatives” (p.23).

A strand of research has investigated issues related to social and motivational aspects of educational VWs [23, 24]. Another strand of research has focused on the use of VWs as collaborative and problem-based learning environments [13, 18]. Other researchers have focused on interaction with technological features of VWs, e.g., multisensory representation can help learners’ interest,
fun, ability to navigate [12, 11], interaction with data
gloves [10], etc.

Methodology
A total of 40 students (57% male, 43% female, age
varying from 20-24) from the University of Cyprus
participated in a two-month problem-based learning
study. To undertake the learning tasks and activities, a
learning space was built in Second Life where the users
had to use in-world collaboration tools and techniques
(i.e., live text and voice chatting, forums for comments,
etc.). Most of the users did not have any previous
experience with such a VW. Before starting the
empirical study, a series of introductory tutorials on
Second Life were conducted (i.e., how to configure an
avatar, how to create objects, etc.). During the first
week groups of 3-4 students were assigned to design
and develop interfaces for several interactive systems
(e.g., Realtor’s Agency, Online Game Shop, University’s
Management System, Smart Home Management
System, etc.) utilizing Second Life.

The interface design of each system was based on the
Logical User-Centered Interactive Design (LUCID)
methodology. Some indicative tasks the students had
to undertake throughout the design/development cycle
were: i) literature review on similar systems, ii)
determine the typical users of the system, iii) analyse
the interface’s design, following the Hierarchical Task
Analysis (HTA) methodology, iv) design and develop
the system’s interface prototypes, v) design users’
navigation model.

Users were asked to evaluate their experiences using
and collaborating through the VW at two distinct times
by employing an online version of AttaDiff2; the first
was at the end of the second week and the second at
the end of the eighth and last week (henceforth time 0
and time 1, respectively).

Results
A paired sample T-test was performed in order to
compare the user experience evaluations at the two
different times. The analysis showed that difference in
mean scores for the time 0 and time 1 was significant
in PQ (mean difference=.436, t=2.651, p=.012).

![figure 1. Overall Results](image)

Differences found in other scales were not significant:
ATT (mean difference=.320, t=1.966, p=.057), HQI
(mean difference=.108, t=1.004, p=.322) and HQS
(mean difference=.135, t=1.456, p=.154).
Discussion
According to the results, all the evaluations at time 0 were higher than the evaluations at time 1 (figure 1). Nevertheless, only the difference in Pragmatic Quality (PQ) was found to be statistical significant. Several technical problems emerged during this 2 month period which caused service unavailability and sometimes led to loss of users’ objects and artifacts. That was the main reason for users’ frustration and irritation. In addition some users kept complaining about usability issues of the environment. To this end, PQ which refers to usability and functional aspects of interaction was rated quite low at both times of evaluation. Such finding calls for improvement of usability design mainly in terms of efficiency and effectiveness (focused on objects’ manipulation). It is also remarkable that according to the analysis all the other UX qualities such as Attraction (ATT), Stimulation (HQS) and Identification (HQI) were rated lower at time 1 (end of the two-month period). It is very likely that users’ frustration because of the several technical problems they faced was getting bigger as the time was passing and this led to a lower perception of HQS, HQI and ATT. Especially for the attraction, a preliminary interpretation can provide an explanation because of the low rating of PQ. This is in accordance with prior research [21] that has found that pragmatic quality influences attraction. In any case results reveal that there is a lot of room for usability improvements of such an educational environment so as to provide better UX.

Two main limitations have been identified regarding this study: a) a larger sample of users is needed in order to be more confident with the results of this investigation, and b) several technical problems emerged during the study; if there were a better operation of the server it is very likely that results and overall evaluation would be much different.

In conclusion, this empirical work performed two UX measurements so as to assess users’ perceptions of an educational Virtual World. The relevant research is in its infancy and further empirical studies are needed to investigate UX issues in such environments. This work focused on measurements at two distinct times. A future research prospect is to employ methods and tools [4] that can assess UX perceptions over time in order to shed light on this complex, dynamic and unexplored phenomenon.
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Towards a hierarchical model for the perceived quality of an augmented reality platform

Abstract
In this paper we explore a hierarchical model for the perceived quality of an augmented reality (AR) teaching platform that is based on three core components: perceived ease of use, perceived enjoyment and perceived usefulness. The model is capturing several key quality attributes for an AR based educational system.
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Introduction
Educational systems based on desktop augmented reality (AR) technologies are integrating real life objects
into computer environments. Touching and holding real objects is an appealing user experience that is increasing the students’ motivation to learn and could better support active and collaborative learning [9, 11]. As AR technologies become more wide-spread, there is an increasing interest in their usability. Designing for usability is not an easy task in emerging AR technologies where the focus is mainly on designing and implementing new interaction paradigms [5, 7].

The quality of an e-learning platform should satisfy three kinds of requirements: usefulness for the learning process, ease of use, and increased motivation for the learner. Quality could be seen as a general concept that is manifested by specific dimensions. As such it could be modeled as a higher-order factor. In general, the higher-order factors have proven to be successful in increasing theoretical parsimony and reducing model complexity [6, 12].

In this paper we explore a hierarchical model for the perceived quality of a learning scenario for Biology implemented onto an augmented reality teaching platform (ARTP). This educational platform was developed in the framework of the ARISE (Augmented Reality for School Environments) research project. A “3D process visualization” paradigm was implemented that was targeted to enhance students’ understanding and motivation to learn the human digestive system.

Firstly we will present a hierarchical model that is more suitable to integrate three core components of the perceived quality: perceived ease of use (PEOU), perceived enjoyment (PE) and perceived usefulness (PU). Then we will explore the relation between the perceived quality and the intention to use ARTP for learning.

**Perceived quality of educational platforms**

ISO standard 9126:2001 defines quality in use as the extent to which specified users accomplish specified goals with effectiveness, productivity, security and satisfaction in a given context of use [10]. Quality of educational platforms could be discussed from different perspectives (learner, teacher or school).

Perceived quality of e-learning systems is an important research topic in recent years. Understanding extrinsic and intrinsic factors that are influencing the acceptance of new technologies helps designers to focus on critical aspects. There are several influencing factors and many ways to model the quality among which the most frequently used are the perceived ease of use (related to usability), the perceived enjoyment (related to user experience) and perceived usefulness [1, 4, 13, 14].

In a previous work [3] we developed a measurement model for ARTP that was grounded in the technology acceptance models (TAM) theory in order to explain the causal relations between various factors influencing the intention to use. Although the model was useful to test various hypotheses, the variance explained was small, which suggests looking for an alternative model. This study extends the research by specifying the perceived quality as a hierarchical, reflective construct and examining its impact on the intention to use.

**Case study**

ARTP is a desktop AR environment: users are looking to a see-through screen where virtual images are superimposed over the perceived image of real objects.
placed on a table [15]. The real object is a flat torso of the human digestive system that is used by two users staying face to face (see Figure 1). A pointing device having a colored ball on the end of a stick and a remote controller Wii Nintendo as handler has been used as interaction tool that serves for three types of interaction: pointing on a real object, selection of a virtual object and selection of a menu item.

The model specification and estimation is done on a sample collected in 2008. A total of 139 students 8th grade participated. Each of them tested the Biology scenario by performing four tasks: The participants have been assigned 4 tasks: a demo program explaining the absorption / decomposition process of food and three exercises: (1) asking to indicate the organs of the digestive system, (2) asking to indicate the nutrients absorbed / decomposed in each organ, and (3) asking to indicate the organs where a nutrient is absorbed / decomposed. After testing they filled in a questionnaire (five points Likert scale). Scale reliability was 0.94 which is acceptable (Cronbach’s alpha).

We hypothesized that the perceived quality of the Biology scenario is associated with two extrinsic motivational factors (PEOU and PU) and an intrinsic motivational factor (PE).

We specified the construct "Quality of ARTP" (Q-ARTP-B) as a second-order, hierarchical reflective model which comprises three first-order reflective constructs: perceived ease of use (PEOU), perceived enjoyment (PE), and perceived usefulness (PU). Q-ARTP-B represents a general concept that is manifested by specific dimensions measuring the perceived quality of the application implementing the Biology scenario. In this respect, Q-ARTP-B is a superordinate construct [6].

We analyzed the data collected for the Biology scenario for outliers and normality, 9 cases were eliminated, thus resulting a final sample of 130 observations. Then we carried on an Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) using SPSS 18. Principal axis factoring with Promax rotation was used to extract factors. Eigenvalue and scree plot were used to determine number of factors extracted. The initial result revealed a three-factor solution, which accounted for 51% of variance. To achieve a more meaningful and interpretable solution, it was necessary to delete some items with low loadings or those loaded on more than one factor [8]. The final results with these three factors accounted for 69.38% of variance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs and items</th>
<th>Perceived ease of use</th>
<th>Perceived usefulness</th>
<th>Perceived enjoyment</th>
<th>Intention to use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O1</td>
<td>Observing through the screen is clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O2</td>
<td>Understanding how to operate with ARTP is easy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O3</td>
<td>Superposition between projection and the real object is clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O4</td>
<td>Reading the information on the screen is easy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U1</td>
<td>Using ARTP helps to understand the lesson more quickly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U2</td>
<td>After using ARTP I will get better results at tests</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3</td>
<td>After using ARTP I will know more on this topic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>The system makes learning more interesting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>Performing exercises is captivating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>Overall I like learning with this system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4</td>
<td>Overall I find the system interesting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>I would like to have this system in school</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>I intend to use this system for learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3</td>
<td>I will recommend to other colleagues to use ARTP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From a learner’s point of view the ease of use is likely to be influenced by the devices used to perform specific tasks. In an AR setting, the real objects used are also influencing both extrinsic and intrinsic motivational so is worth to identify particular ease of use aspects that are critical for a given AR application.

The results of EFA highlight three items related to the quality of visual perception as perceived by users: observing through the screen, superposition between projection and the real object, and reading the information on the screen. The descriptive statistics also showed that the two items got the lowest mean value (M=3.76, SD=1.07 for O1 and M=3.62, SD=1.02 for O2) while most of the items were rated over 4.00.

Then we applied Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) using Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) with AMOS 17. A two-step approach [2] was adopted for examining the measurement model and following the structural model.

The results of the first-order factor model (the factors were free to correlate) did not provide a satisfactory result with a chi-square value of 68.60 (df=41), which was significant at the p<.05 level. Other fit indices revealed an acceptable fit (the chi-squared per degree of freedom was 1.67, SRMR=0.043, TLI=0.946, CFI=0.960, RMSEA=.072 with 90% CI 0.04-0.10 and pclose=.113). All of the items have statistically significant relationships with their factors. All loadings were above 0.67 and a good majority of them above 0.70. The first-order factors are highly correlated: 0.68 (PEOU, PU), 0.86 (PU, PE), 0.71 (PEOU, PE) thus showing evidence for convergent validity.

As expected, the fit indices of the second-order factor model were identically with those of the first-order model. The degree of explained variance (R^2 values) of hierarchical model is reflected in its components, that is, PEOU (.56), PU (.82), and PE (.90), indicating acceptable reliability for all factors. The Composite Reliability (CR) exceeded the recommended level of 0.70. Also, Average Variance Extracted (AVE) exceeded 0.50 (Table 2). All the path coefficients from Q-ARTP-B to its components are significant at p<0.001.

Note that the loadings of the first-order factors to the second-order factor are all above 0.75 and that the t-values were significant (p<0.001).

PEOU has a significant contribution to Q-ARTP-B (γ=0.75). Critical quality attributes for this scenario are related to the clarity of the visual perception and the ease of understanding how to operate with ARTP.

PU has a significant contribution to Q-ARTP-B (γ=0.91), showing that ARTP is useful to understand the lesson more quickly, to get better results at tests and to learn more on this topic.

The strong relationship between first-order factors and the second-order factor indicates a convergent validity of the posited second-order model. As such, the second-order model is very effective in representing the data. Both the magnitude of path coefficients and variance explained by the model showed higher values than those previously obtained [3].
We postulated a structural model where Intention to use comprising three items was specified as the dependent variable and the second-order factor (i.e. Q-ARTP-B) was hypothesized to affect it.

The model fit meets the recommended cut-off values, demonstrating adequate fit between the hypothesized second-order model and the observed data. The chi-square per degree of freedom was 1.670. Both TLI (0.942) and CFI (0.953) are above 0.90 and SRMR = 0.048, RMSEA = 0.072 with 90% CI 0.049–0.094 and pclose = 0.058. The t-value associated with the relationship between Q-ARTP-B and Intention to use ($\beta = 0.89$) was 6.67. The model explains 79% of the variance in the intention to use.

**Discussion and conclusion**

There are some inherent limitations in our study. The sample used in this study is small and the data was collected with an evaluation instrument that was intended for another research model. As shown in a previous work [3] there are also several limitations of the evaluation instrument due to the novelty of the platform (neither specific questionnaires nor similar models available), the target user population (young and not happy to answer a long questionnaire), and the mixed character of the e-learning system (utilitarian and hedonic).

However, the hierarchical model proved to be a better alternative to predict the intention to use (79% vs. 20%) and is a first step in modeling the perceived quality of an AR-based learning scenario. This study confirmed the previous finding that PE had a slightly higher influence than PU on the intention to use.

The fact that this study is targeting a specific learning scenario implemented onto ARTP is both a weakness and strength. On the one hand, the generalizability is not possible, not even at ARTP level. On the other hand it enables a better understanding of strengths and weaknesses of each learning scenario in terms of ease of use, usefulness and enjoyment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>AVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEOU</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>0.821</td>
<td>0.606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>0.636</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Convergent validity
In the next future we intend to develop a similar model for the Chemistry scenario and comparatively analyze the results.
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Abstract
Document triage is the process by which an information seeker goes through a set of documents and decides their relevance to his or her information need. In this paper we examine this process with a particular focus on how a limited time frame (simulating fast decision making) affects behavior and relevance judgments. We present results using an eye-tracking methodology, showing document features viewed by information seekers during a time constrained document triage process.
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Introduction and Related Work
Document triage takes place after the automatic information retrieval process, and before a relevance judgment occurs. Currently, there has been limited research of the manual human behavior into this area as well as a lack of specialized software tools. Conceptualization of information seeking is mostly limited to the process in its entirety (e.g Marchionini’s model for information seeking [6]).

Our current work has shown areas of importance during document triage to the information seeker [2, 4]. This research corresponds to, and complements earlier work which looked at how document features influence relevance decisions [7]. As further research\(^1\) is performed, focusing directly on the document triage process, it is becoming clearer that the overall pattern

\(^1\) This refers to already published work but also includes current work by the authors which is not yet presented.
of behavior in document triage is more generalized rather than task oriented. This is a positive insight for software developers and designers. By deciphering the inner workings of document triage, software tools can be effectively created to assist this, so far, mostly unaided process. Currently, there have been limited attempts at creating specialized tools for supporting the document triage process [3, 5]. In order for this process to be better understood it is vital to identify and test the limitations that may constrain the users. One such constraint that has previously been looked at is the effects of display configurations in the document triage process [8]. Another constraint has been the reading and organizing of document sets [1].

In this paper we explore a natural constraint to information seekers when performing document triage. Document triage is by nature a fast part of the information seeking process. This fact, coupled with individual user time constraints, often leads to relevance decisions being made quickly. Evidence of low tolerance for manual searching can be seen in how information seekers rarely triage past the second page in an on-line search results list [9]. Users would rather modify their query term, thus relying on the automatic process to do the work. Furthermore, it was seen in [2, 4] that information seekers can be biased against long documents and documents with a bad structure, which hinders their locating information quickly enough. It is also commonly known that users do not spend much time (a few seconds at most) scrutinizing a website before making a decision of whether or not it is useful. This is ported to the academic document triage field in which users often make a relevance judgment early on, but may continue to triage further for reassurance [4].

The work presented here explores document triage when performed at a fast pace. We attempt to answer the following research questions under the constraint of time:

1. What parts of a document do information seekers feel are vital, important and unnecessary to look at during a fast search?
2. At what point in the document triage process, when given a whole document, are information seekers consistent with their relevance ratings?
3. How much would information seekers deviate from their regular document triage behavioral pattern given a limited time-frame?

**Study Description**

We chose 20 participants, 7 female and 13 male, for the study. The first 2 participants were chosen as pilot study subjects while the remaining 18 participated in the main experiment. All participants were at postgraduate level or above in an HCI (Human Computer Interaction) related discipline. Their ages ranged from 21 to 50 years of age. The criteria for the selection of appropriate participants was their familiarity with academic documents; namely to have read academic documents before and are therefore accustomed to the general format. Further to this, the participants needed to have a minimum understanding and experience in using electronic document readers and a basic foundation in HCI. Special care was taken however, in order that the participants were not familiar with the specific documents presented to them in the study.
We briefed the participants on the definition of the term *document triage*. We did not give out information on how users are expected to act during document triage that may bias the behavior of our participants. A pre-study questionnaire was given to the participants containing general questions such as age, experience in using document readers, documents triaged on average per day and time spent on the process per day. The second part of the questionnaire asked the participant to give a subjective rating of the importance they would give to different document elements with respect to the document triage process. The elements in question were: Main Title, Abstract, Introduction, Plain Text, Conclusion, References, Figures and Emphasized Text (This includes bold, italic, underlined text and bullet points). Participants were also asked which medium between electronic and physical they preferred and to what extent, when performing document triage.

In the main study, participants were given two information needs. For the first information need, they were given six documents to triage and place a relevance score from zero to ten (zero being extremely irrelevant and ten being extremely relevant to the information need). The second information need included ten documents for the participants to triage in the same fashion. Participants were not given an open-ended time frame but were assigned a specific time limit per document. A within-subjects design allowed for participants to perform triage in one of three time limits (30, 60 and 90 seconds). These results could then also be cross-examined with the data presented in [4] where the same documents were used but participants were permitted an open ended time frame. There is one limitation to this study however. In the original study presented in [4] no eye-tracker was used. Thus, we can only compare the participants' relevance scores directly. The documents chosen to be scrutinized by the participants were all rated by 3 experts as highly relevant and selected specifically for their distinct features (such as length, structural clarity and Main title relevance).

The documents were presented one at a time on a 19 inch screen in Portable Document Format (PDF). The participants’ eye gaze was tracked using the non-intrusive Tobii x50 eye-tracker. The Tobii x50 eye-tracker allows 0.5-0.7 degree accuracy, a spatial resolution of 0.35 degrees, a drift of < 1 degree and a frame rate of 50 Hz. The participants' freedom of head movement was 30 x 15 x 20 cm at 60 cm from tracker. The participants' screen was recorded using BB Flashback Screen Recorder Standard Edition. A dictionary was supplied for the clarification of unknown words and questions could be asked at any point in the study provided they were related to clarifying participant goals. Guidance regarding the relevance of the documents themselves however was not given.

Following the main study a semi-structured interview was performed in order to gain qualitative feedback from the participants. Parts of the study were played back to the participants and they were asked to explain their thoughts during interesting or confusing behaviors to the investigator. This approach was deemed more appropriate than interrupting participants during their triage process. Participants were rewarded with £10 (GBP) for their time.
Results

In this section we begin by presenting the pre-study questionnaire feedback which shows natural subjective bias of the users before initiating document triage towards certain document features. We then continue to present the actual behaviour and participants’ navigational patterns and visual focus, explaining which document features were viewed most and those which were scarcely or not viewed. We also look at the participant relevance ratings for the three groups and compare the results with our open-time frame study [4]. Finally, we summarize and discuss the most distinct findings.

Navigational Patterns. When users perform document triage, they will navigate through a document following a specific pattern. These patterns were recorded and reported on in earlier work [4]. When users triage while under pressure from a time constraint, they are found to replicate some of these patterns also.

The most common navigational behavior was that of 'step up navigation’. This linear skimming of the document and stopping at areas of interest was performed by all participants in all three groups 92% of the time. The remaining 8% of the time, participants would produce a hybrid behavior between ‘Flatline navigation’ and ‘Begin and End navigation’. 'Flatline navigation’ is a term used to describe no scrolling beyond the initial page of a document. 'Begin and End navigation’ indicates that a user looks at the initial page and scrolls to the conclusions section only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Viewing area Group 1 (30)</th>
<th>Viewing area Group 2 (60)</th>
<th>Viewing area Group 3 (90)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Page</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Title</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headings</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasised Text</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Images</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagrams and Tables</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusions Section</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Average document area per feature Vs. Average percentage of visual attention between Groups.

User Attention. The areas of participants' visual focus between the three groups were analyzed and reported on (See Figure 1). Participants were allowed to examine every document for a limited amount of time; up to 5 seconds extra was allowed after the limit was reached for the decision to be orally given to the investigator. Participants with a 30 second limit, 60 second limit and 90 second limit will be referred to as Group 1, Group 2 and Group 3 respectively. According to our study document features accounted for 18.8% of the total document area. Participants focused on these features for 68.5% of the time. This fact, including scrolling time, suggests the remaining plain text area was skimmed, but not scrutinized, therefore unlikely to be of benefit to the participants.

Document Relevance Ratings. Figure 2 shows the average rating and standard deviation for the three groups in our study, as well as the average rating from a fourth group taken from [4]. This fourth group underwent the same document triage process on the same documents but was permitted an open-ended time frame. As we can see from the results, there is no
significance between time taken to triage documents and relevance scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
<th>Group 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average score</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.82</td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.Dev</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Average ratings and standard deviation for Group 1 (30 secs), Group 2 (60 secs), Group 3 (90 secs) and Group 4 (open time frame).

Discussion
It was the intention of this paper to report on two primary findings. First, we researched the behavior (in terms of navigational and viewing areas) of users, while performing document triage with a limited time constraint. Second, we compared and contrasted the relevance judgments made between our participants' groups and studies from our previous work.

Behavior. We saw behaviors from all three participants groups which coincide with findings from previous work. One example is the visual importance of the initial page [2, 4]. The navigational patterns used by our participants, replicated those performed by users with no time limit. We did however, discover an overwhelming bias in the number of participants choosing to use the 'step up' navigation rather than any other. A contributing factor to this behavior is the attraction of headings to users' focus during skimming. Headings receive increased attention when an information seeker performs within-document triage with a short time constraint. This is especially noticed from our 30 second group. Headings, Diagrams and Figures, as well as the conclusions section receive the most visual attention for the information seeker, relative to their viewing area on a document.

Relevance Judgments. Interestingly, we saw no significant change in the average relevance ratings given by participants between any of the three groups presented here. The same statement holds when comparing the results with users from a previous group. This group of participants performed triage on the same set of documents with no time restrictions [4].

Overall, we have identified that time is not a largely contributing factor in the relevance decision process. Furthermore, we have identified (and cross referenced our results with previous studies) document parts which are used to make the relevance decisions. These findings can also be used as heuristic guidelines into informing supporting software designs. We can inform document triage software by targeting visually important document features and bypass features which do not contribute substantially towards a user's decision process.

Future Work
As more data is gathered regarding document triage, we see patterns evolving in information seekers' behaviors. These patterns, being generic, can be standardized into models for librarians, software developers and human computer interaction scientists to use in understanding, conceptualizing and facilitating the document triage process further. A prototype software tool is currently under development which aims to provide rapid triage support to information seekers in searching through a document set effectively.
Conclusions
In this paper we have explored the effects of limited time on document triage in a process we label *rapid triage*. We assigned an information need to participants and gave them a set amount of documents to triage in three different time frames. By comparing their subjective feedback with their actual behavior, using an eye-tracker, we were able to distinguish areas of interest and level of importance for several features on a document empirically. We were able to determine that time does not produce a significant factor in the document relevance ratings of information seekers. We have also produced further questions for research and progressed in the formulation of a standardized general model for the document triage process.
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Introduction
The World Wide Web is often associated primarily with search and retrieval of information. Yet a growing number of interactive websites also involve data entry.

Electronic delivery of public services, known as e-government, is an emerging application area. There are many design challenges in developing e-government websites, including meeting government legal requirements and serving a varied user population [2]. For many e-government websites, data entry is a key element in the user interaction. The user group of typical E-Government services is a broad and multi-faceted population that uses the system rarely. This makes form fill-in particularly useful as a key interaction style [3].

This paper reports from a usability evaluation where we compared two basically different implementations of form fill-in for data entry on an E-Government website. The comparison was based on use of a specific electronic form for data entry on a website with a broad population of users, where the majority is novices. The website is typical of e-government systems. In the following section, we describe the method of the experimental comparison. Then we provide the results. In the next section, we discuss the results and the difference between primary and secondary users. Finally, we provide the conclusion.

Method
In this section, we describe the experimental comparison of two systems for data entry on an e-government website.

System
The web pages we evaluated are used to apply for a construction permit at a municipality. A Danish software company has developed 2 different systems (denoted “A” and “B”) to support this application process, based on a pdf-form and a wizard, respectively.

System A is a form-based system designed using a PDF form with text fields, checkboxes and radio buttons to collect information about the planned construction work. System B is developed in Flex and the user interface is designed using a stepwise wizard with 11 steps.

Setting
The usability evaluation was conducted in a state-of-the-art usability laboratory, with a test participant sitting at a table using systems A and B. A test monitor was sitting next to the participant during the entire session. A data logger was in a control room noting task completion times.

Participants
Ten participants were selected for this study, all of which were potential end users of the systems. The participants were required to have some experience with “do it yourself” (DIY) work in order to be selected for the experiment. Participants’ DIY experiences varied where 2 had only painted their homes and 8 had either restored parts or all of their homes. Participants varied in age with an average of 39.9 years (SD = 13.1) and four were trade- or craftsmen and 6 had an academic background, e.g. from architecture and structural engineering.
**Procedure**

The test monitor started by introducing the participants to the systems, the purpose of the evaluation and to the evaluation procedure, including the tasks they would be solving with the system. The tasks were given to the test participant’s one by one and always in the same order. As we were focusing on the effectiveness and efficiency, i.e. completion rates and time on task, the test monitor did not ask participants to think aloud during task solving. There were 2 tasks, see Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task No.</th>
<th>Task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Apply for construction of a 24 m² garage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Apply for a 54 m² addition to the house containing extra rooms.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** Summary of the tasks scenarios.

The experiment was designed to be within subjects such that all 10 participants completed tasks 1 and 2 using systems A and B. The tasks are henceforth referred to as A1, A2, B1 and B2. In order to reduce the impact of learning effects on our results, half of the participants solved the tasks using system A first followed by B and the other half used B first followed by A. Participants were given 30 minutes per system to solve the tasks, and participants were interrupted in their task solving if they were not done.

**Data Collection**

Data was collected through video recordings from the usability laboratory. The video material is a picture in picture setup showing the desktop feed from the pc and the face of the test participants. Notes were also taken by the data logger and test monitor during the test sessions and the post test interviews.

**Data Analysis**

In order to make a quantitative comparison of the effectiveness of systems A and B, we rated the forms created by the participants. A specialist from a Danish municipality made a rating scheme containing quality ratings ranging from 1 to 3. Ratings were defined from the perspective of employees at the municipalities and how much time they would need to spend on correcting potential errors. Thus ratings were defined as follows:

1. Less serious: The employee would spend less than 5 minutes correcting the error.
2. Serious: The employee would spend between 5 to 10 minutes correcting errors.
3. Very serious: The employee would wither spend more than 10 minutes correcting errors, must contact the applicant or return the application form in order to correct the errors.

Potential errors in input fields of systems A and B were rated by the specialist using the above scheme, e.g. a minor spelling error in an address would be rated as 1 whereas a missing signature would be rated as 3 and so forth.

Field by field each application form was then walked through where ratings were given according to the above scheme. Each time we encountered an error with e.g. a missing signature we would withdraw 3 “points” corresponding to the severity rating. The maximum rating for each application form was 29 (no errors) and
the lowest was 0 (an empty application or one full of errors).

Results
This section presents first the quantitative and then the qualitative results of our study.

Task Completion Time
Table 2 provides an overview of task completion times based on tasks A1, A2, B1 and B2 where the black cell indicates that the participant ran out of time before starting the task and the grey cells indicate that participants started the tasks but did not have time to finish.

The total average completion time when using system B is 20:30 mm:ss (sd = 07:02) and for A this number is 18:14 (sd = 03:23). The highest total completion time for system A is 24:46 and 30:15 for B while the lowest totals are 13:22 for A and 13:30 for B. Thus results show that participants had a higher average completion time by using system B compared to A.

Participants 1,4,5,6 and 9 used system A first then B and from this we see that the total times for system A generally is higher than that of system B. The opposite result is observed for participants 2, 3, 7, 8, and 10 who used system B before A as completion times are higher for B in most cases.

Form Ratings
Table 3 shows the ratings of the application forms based on tasks A1, A2, B1 and B2 where the black and grey cells indicate incomplete forms as mentioned previously.

From the table it can be seen that application forms filled out using system B generally results in higher ratings than those created with system A. One exception, however, is participant 6, whose application forms scored 24 in A2 and 22 in B2.
By pooling A1, A2 and B1, B2 a t-test reveals a highly significant difference between application ratings of systems A (nA = 19) and B (nB = 17) where p = 0.0005.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System A</th>
<th>System B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Avg. rating | 17.4 | 18.9 | 23.6 | 21.9 |
| Highest rating | 22 | 24 | 27 | 25 |
| Lowest rating | 7  | 8  | 14 | 13 |

**Table 3:** Form ratings. Black cells indicate that the participant newer started on the task. Grey cells indicate that participants started the task but never completed it within time.

Higher ratings when using system B is also the result when looking at participants 2, 3 and 10, who are the 3 oldest with ages 61, 63 and 46 respectively.

**Distribution of Rating Types**

Table 4 shows a distribution of the rating types 1, 2 and 3 according to systems A and B and participants. Rating types are labeled as R1, R2 and R3 in the table.

Forms created through use of system A were given a total of 26 ratings being less serious, 34 serious and 34 very serious. In the case of system B there were given 19 less serious, 33 serious and 2 very serious ratings. This result shows that the number of very serious ratings was reduced considerably when participants used system B while the less serious and serious remains comparable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System A</th>
<th>System B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4:** Rating types. Number of ratings given per application form per participant. R1 = Less Serious, R2 = Serious and R3 = Very Serious.
It is also noteworthy that the 2 very serious errors in the forms from system B are produced by participants 3 and 10, which are among the oldest participants (63 and 46 years of age).

**Discussion**

Our results show that there is no significant difference in task completion times when comparing system A and B. This came as a surprise when we started analyzing the results. We had expected that system B would be more efficient to use for the participants. Through a review of the task solving processes of the participants, we realized that the reason for this was the browsing process that some participants went through while solving the tasks. Thus system B made them browse through more information related to the application.

In many e-government websites, the primary users are citizens who request a service that is delivered by the authority that has the website. These citizens are typically novice users that use the service quite rarely. In our case, most house owners only make a couple of building applications in their life. With this pattern of use, the traditional concept of efficiency is not very relevant.

To better understand the concepts of usability and efficiency in this domain, we have to introduce the users of the information that is entered by the primary users. This group can be denoted as secondary users of the data entry system as they work with the resulting information [1]. Efficiency is much more important for these secondary users who are the experts working for the authority. Our findings show that form ratings between the two systems differed significantly and that B forms scored higher ratings. The better ratings is primarily caused by a considerable reduction of very serious errors, as the less serious and serious remained comparable to forms created in system A, see Table 4. In practice this means that employees at the municipality would spend an average of at least 51 minutes correcting errors in forms created by system A and at least 18.5 minutes in average when system B is applied. Thus, the difference between A and B are not only significant in a statistical sense but also in a practical, as B may save a lot of time for employees at the municipalities.

**Conclusion**

We have presented an experimental comparison of the efficiency and effectiveness of two systems for data entry on an e-government website. The results show that system B was not more efficient than system A for the primary users, but for the secondary users, there was a remarkable difference.

This experiment illustrates that for a domain like e-government, we need to include secondary users in our understanding of usability.
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Adaptive web site design based on fuzzy user profiles, usability rules and design patterns

Abstract
This paper introduces an approach to automatic design of web sites, based on user profiles, web usability heuristics and web design knowledge. The methodology draws on ontologies that define the user, service and web design domains, and utilizes fuzzy relations composition, in order to capture the complex interdependencies among user preferences, web site usability criteria and web design choices, to automatically construct the layout and context of web pages.
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Introduction
The term adaptive Web site refers to sites that automatically adapt their design and interface,
according to a user’s profile. The adaptation process of data-intensive web sites operates on three main components: content, navigation, and presentation [5]. It is important to design adaptive web sites, since a poorly designed web site may result in a loss of 50 per cent of potential sales, due to users being unable to find what they want, and a loss of 40 per cent of potential repeat visits, due to initial negative experience [4], [11].

**Domain knowledge and ontologies**

Only by capturing domain knowledge can automatic web site adaptation be realized. Domain knowledge that characterizes the context as a source of information [7], needs to be captured and formalized as ontologies. Such ontologies define the context factors relevant to the user, his or her environment and situation.

**Adaptive websites**

Today, many online businesses are adaptive to each user or user group preferences and profiles. Approaches to adaptation vary as some of them introduce new content, adapt the structure of links and change the presentation of page elements. Various adaptation techniques are used, depending on the component that is targeted, the degree of prior knowledge about the user (user profile) and the method used to elicit knowledge dynamically, i.e. as the user interacts with the web site [9].

Knowledge mining approaches such as Bayesian networks and decision [6] are used to identify patterns in web site usage and use such patterns to assist users navigate between web pages and/or rearrange pages based on their relevance to the user or according to the user’s expectation of where the page should be.

Collaborating filtering relies not only on a single user, but on groups of users with similar profiles/interests to select and customize content. One such approach, based on declarative rules, relies on both profile and configuration knowledge [5].

Adaptation can be carried either on the server side or the client side. Server side adaptation implies that knowledge is stored on the web site, and adaptation takes place on the server, prior to delivering content to the user. Client-side adaptation approaches employ agents that are responsible for collecting user information and interests and customize the site accordingly [1]. Attentive agent-based information systems do not intrude in the user’s ongoing activity, but work on the background and gather information about the user’s behavior, model the user and provide content that is relevant but not critical. Attentive systems agents may for example monitor eye gaze to determine what the user is reading and look for relevant information. The results of their inquiry are displayed discreetly on the side of the page.

The effectiveness of adaptation approaches in general, can be improved by using formalized knowledge of the domain, context and even of the adaptation process, in terms of ontologies [3]. The most important advantage of using an ontological description of such knowledge in languages such as OWL-S is that it can be augmented, enriched and synthesized using suitable reasoning mechanisms, and also exploited in reasoning on context ontologies. To overcome the problems of partial and
imprecise context information, fuzzy knowledge representation approaches can be used.

**Composition of Fuzzy Relations**

Fuzzy relation is an extension of relations in conventional set theory. Classical relations are given by sets, while fuzzy relations are given by fuzzy sets [10]. Like classical relations, fuzzy relations also map elements of one universe, say X, to those of another universe, say Y, through the Cartesian product of the two universes. However, the fuzzy relation possesses stronger expressive power while relating x and y [2], since the relation between ordered pairs of the two universes is measured with a membership function expressing various “degrees” of strength of the relation on the unit interval [0,1]. Hence, a fuzzy relation \( R \) is a mapping from the Cartesian space \( X \times Y \) to the interval \([0,1]\), where the strength of the mapping is expressed by the membership function of the relation for ordered pairs from the two universes, of \( \mu_R(x,y) \) [10]. Composition of fuzzy relations can be defined as following [8]. Suppose two fuzzy relations \( R \) and \( S \) are defined on sets X, Y and Z. That is, \( R \) is a fuzzy relation on the Cartesian space \( X \times Y \) and \( S \) is a fuzzy relation on \( Y \times Z \). The composition \( R \cdot S = T \) is expressed by the fuzzy relation of \( X \times Z \) and this composition is defined as: \( \mu_T(x,z) = \text{Max}\{\text{Min}\{\mu_R(x,y), \mu_S(y,z)\}\} \). If the relations \( R \) and \( S \) are represented by matrices \( M_R \) and \( M_S \), the matrix \( M_{R\cdot S} \) is obtained from the product of \( M_R \) and \( M_S \) which is: \( M_{R\cdot S} = M_R \cdot M_S \).

**The proposed approach**

The generation process of adaptive web sites assumes the availability of ontologies that capture the domain knowledge and the modeling of their interrelationships using fuzzy relations. The composition of fuzzy relation provides the inference mechanism for adapting web design alternatives to the user types. The proposed approach consists of the following steps:

1) Construct the User Ontology that specifies the user styles \((T=\{\text{type-1, type-2, ... type-n}\})\) in terms, shown as \( u_i \)'s in figure 1, that represent the user cognition, the demographics such as age, sex, income, attitude towards innovation, ability to articulate needs and priorities, educational level etc. User types are associated with the perceived for each type importance of services and service characteristics.

2) Develop the Service Ontology that represents the characteristics \((s_{ci} \text{ 's in figure 1})\) that constitute the service described in the web site, and captures knowledge that pertains to the contribution of each characteristic to service quality. For example, in the case of a hotel web service, these characteristics could be price, view, room amenities, beach etc.

3) Construct the Web design Ontology, which specifies the web design features \((w_{Fi} \text{ 's in figure 1})\) and represent web usability heuristics. Design features can be, for example, text, images, videos etc., which are associated with size, location on the web page, font types, etc.
4) Define fuzzy relations $\tilde{U}$, $\tilde{R}$ and $\tilde{P}$ that associate the Ontologies:

$\tilde{U}$ is the fuzzy relation "defines style" associating each user characteristics ($u_i$) with each user types (T), where:

$$\tilde{U} = u_i \times T, \forall u_i, T$$

$\tilde{R}$ is the fuzzy relation "requires" which shows how strongly each service characteristic ($s_{ci}$) is required by each user types (T), where:

$$\tilde{R} = T \times s_{ci}, \forall T, s_{ci}$$

$\tilde{P}$ is the fuzzy relation "is suitable", which indicates the most suitable presentation of each service characteristic ($s_{ci}$) by comparing and contrasting each alternative web design features ($w_{Fi}$), where:

$$\tilde{P} = s_{ci} \times w_{Fi}, \forall s_{ci}, w_{Fi}$$

5) Infer the web design adaptation alternative that is most suitable for a given domain instance (user type, service and web characteristics). The adaptive web design decisions are made by the following fuzzy compositions: $\tilde{AW} = \tilde{T} \circ (\tilde{R} \circ \tilde{P})$, where $\tilde{T}$ is the fuzzy relation "closer to type (i)" and indicates how close a considered user is to each of the user types of the set T of user types.

The composition takes into account the degree to which a user fits a user profile, and then adapts the design of the web page, according to the user requirements for service and the suitability of alternative web design features.

**Illustrative example**

The following example illustrates the proposed methodology. Let us consider three different user types (type1, type2 and type3). In the case of a hotel web site, showing hotel features such as price, location and amenities, and using web page elements such as text, image and video we have:
T={type1, type2, type3}, S_i={low, medium, high} and W_j={low, medium, high}, where i is the specific service feature and j is the specific web design element. As a result, the corresponding fuzzy relations R_i and P_{i,j} for i=price and j=text will be:

\[
R_{price} = \begin{bmatrix}
  type1 & 0.2 & 0.4 & 0.1 \\
  type2 & 0.7 & 0.8 & 0.4 \\
  type3 & 0.5 & 0.3 & 0.8 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

which shows how strongly the service feature ‘price’ is required by each of the three different customer types. For example, customer type 1 is price sensitive with a low degree (0.2), medium (0.4) and high (0.1).

\[
P_{price,text} = \begin{bmatrix}
  low & 0.3 & 0.2 & 0.1 \\
  med & 0.5 & 0.4 & 0.4 \\
  high & 0.5 & 0.3 & 0.2 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

which indicates the suitability of presenting price with text, taking into consideration the importance for the hotel characteristic price. For example, if price is considered to be a low requirement, that means that it should be presented by text 0.3-low, 0.2 medium and 0.1 high (where low, medium and high for text indicate the font size). Other web page elements and properties such as size, location etc. can be represented in a similar manner. Then, the resulting fuzzy composition which relates elements of user types (T) to elements of text (W_text) will be found by the type:

\[
\mu_{R\circ P}(type1, low) = \max(\min(0.2, 0.3), \min(0.4, 0.5), \min(0.1, 0.5)) = \max(0.2, 0.4, 0.1) = 0.4
\]

Consequently, the fuzzy composition \( \tilde{R} \circ \tilde{P} \), is:

\[
\tilde{R}_{price} \circ \tilde{P}_{price,text} = \begin{bmatrix}
  type1 & 0.4 & 0.4 & 0.4 \\
  type2 & 0.5 & 0.4 & 0.4 \\
  type3 & 0.5 & 0.3 & 0.3 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

which shows that a type 3 user should view the price presented by text 0.5-low, 0.3-medium and 0.3-high. Thus, price when represented as text on the web page, should probably be shown using small size fonts for this type of customer.

Consider now a customer with a profile that is closer to a type 2 user:

\[
T = [0.4 \ 0.8 \ 0.2]
\]

The decision for web adaptation comes from the composition \( \tilde{T} \circ (\tilde{R} \circ \tilde{P}) \), which is:

\[
A_W = \tilde{T} \circ (\tilde{R}_{price} \circ \tilde{P}_{price,text}) = [0.5 \ 0.4 \ 0.4]
\]

The composition shows that for the specific customer, the service price, when presented by text, should probably be presented by small fonts. The same composition is calculated for each service characteristic, web feature, and user type, until the most suitable design is chosen among all alternatives. Thus, customers having different profiles will view different web pages that dynamically adapt to their service requirements and corresponding design choices.
**Conclusions**

The use of fuzzy knowledge representation allows web page designs to be dynamically adapted to user profiles. The proposed approach suggests that the integration of ontologies and fuzzy relations provides the means to adapt web design along a continuum that is defined by the user profile and preferences as well as the suitability of web design alternatives. In the near future we are planning to validate the above approach by applying it to the domain of tourism web sites, by carrying out a number of experiments involving several user groups. The profiles of participants will be captured and codified using the ontologies described above. Then, the users will be asked to evaluate the usability of the automatically adapted web pages. The results of such experiments will allow us to assess the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
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Abstract
This paper presents the basic principles of widely agreed upon practice for usability evaluation in two different domains: Games and Safety Critical Interactive Systems. The user interfaces (and their associated interaction techniques) proposed in the applications deployed in these two domains are usually very different while the objects and functions to be manipulated might be very similar. For instance in a flight simulator game a rear view of the aircraft is usually proposed (see Figure 1), this rear view is also proposed in flight simulators (see Figure 2) while in a real cockpit such representation is not possible (see cockpit capture Figure 7). This is surprising as the key point in flight simulator games is to propose an as-realistic-as-possible cockpit interface.

Based on an overview on the development processes and the respective usability evaluation methods used in these two domains, a comparison of the approaches showing commonalities and discrepancies is presented. Concluding remarks focus on how these two domains could fruitfully cooperate, by adopting and enhancing methods used in the two domains. Additionally, such comparison could provide foundations for trans-
sectorial usability evaluation methods identifying both ground for common shared tools and techniques and also identifying idiosyncrasies.
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**Introduction**
Since early work on software quality from McCall in 1977 [8], usability has been explicitly identified (even within the software engineering community) as a key factor for the quality of software. However, for the evaluation of usability of any interactive system it is important to take into consideration the application domain as the application domains can heavily influence how the usability is evaluated. For instance, when evaluating usability in games it is important to take into account that games typically are not task based and that playing a game is (by definition [4]) non-productive and oriented towards entertainment. On the other hand, in domains where safety plays a more important role than usability, this preponderant factor influences usability evaluation and the interpretation of results: detected usability problems in a given user interface might not be resolved by improving the user interface, but by training the user to simply learn how to use the problematic interface in a safe and error-free manner.

Goal of this research is to compare the domains of safety-critical systems and games in terms of usability evaluation methods. We argue that both domains can benefit from each other by incorporating the knowledge available in the other domain into their usability evaluation approaches.

First, the two domains are described, giving an overview on the development processes used, the applied usability evaluation methods (including their need of technical infrastructure). Next the approaches in the domains are compared showing commonalities and discrepancies. Concluding remarks highlight potentialities for the two domains to learn from each other. Lastly, we outline a draft research agenda for a more global approach on trans-sectorial usability evaluation methods.

**Games**
For the development of games there is a common agreement in the community that successful games rely on an iterative development approach. Usability evaluation is an important aspect in games development: if a game is not usable (e.g. the interaction technology does not allow easy learning how to play the game), a game is typically not successful. There is a broad range of game development processes used, the majority of them having special evaluation phases (including usability evaluation).

**Games Development Processes**
When looking at the development of games, standard software engineering approaches like the waterfall-model or Boehm's spiral model have been described as useful for game development. In the majority of cases a successful game development company does not
release any information about the software development process used. Novak [9] reports on a mixture of concepts and methods that support iterative development as well as flexibility in the development process.

(1) **Concept:** This phase is dedicated to the initial game idea and is devoted to producing a first concept document describing the game. The development team in this phase is typically small (e.g. consisting of designer, programmer, artist and producer).

(2) **Pre-Production Phase:** This phase includes the development of art style guides, production plans and first description of the game design and the technical design document.

(3) **Prototype:** Goal of this phase is a first working piece of software allowing to demonstrate key characteristics of the game and enabling to understand basic concepts related to the general user experience of the game (“Is the game fun to play?”).

(4) **Production:** The production phase can range from few weeks development to years of programming. This phase can be structured additionally, following approaches like an increment to completion approach, a cascade approach or an “iterative-until you drop” approach [6].

(5) **Localization:** an important phase for games that will be delivered to different markets (countries) is the localization phase. In this phase game-play can be adjusted to suit the tastes of the market, to allow language translation and modifications due to local regulatory authorities.

(6) **Alpha-Phase:** This is the phase when a game is playable from start to finish, allowing different evaluation methods to be applied to better understand aspects like fun, playability and user experience.

(7) **Beta-Phase:** Main goal during this phase is normally to fix bugs. In terms of user experience in this phase lots of fine-tuning is necessary to improve the overall user experience. The beta-phase includes steps like certification or submission (the hardware-manufacturer of the proprietary platform will test the
(8) Gold: In this phase the game is sent to be manufactured.
(9) Post-Production: In this phase subsequent versions of the game may be released (including patches and updates) and allows to improve the user experience of the game.

Games development has some additional special milestone (depending on the product developed). Especially the release candidate milestone is important for games that are produced for special consoles, as the release candidate is then tested and evaluated by the game console manufacturer.

Usability Evaluation in Games Development Processes

METHODS

For the usability evaluation there is a broad range of methods used, that are applied in the different phases of the game development. At the early stages of the development (concept phase) these methods are: focus groups, interviews, informal play-testing, questionnaires; at later stages, especially during the production phase these are play testing (including biometrical measurements), (semi-structured) interviews, observation, video coding, quantitative comparisons of gamers behaviours, questionnaires focusing on users attitudes or experiences or heuristic evaluation (including the usage of heuristics that focus additionally on the playability of the game).

Two usability evaluation methods from the entertainment and games domain have become a focus of attention in other areas (1) play testing and (2) beta-testing. Play tests are used during all phases of a game development, with the majority of usability and play testing performed once the alpha phase is accomplished until the beta-phase is finished. (Alpha is the milestone in games development were the game can be played the first time from the beginning to the end, still missing some branches in the game that are not finalized, or graphics that are not ready: Beta is milestone in the game development when no further developments and changes are made for the game play, and the only goal is to get rid of bugs). Beta-testing is a form of game-play evaluation that also includes usability evaluation. During Beta tests the game is distributed to (a selected community of) end users that are playing the game. These users (sometimes thousands of users) provide feedback in terms of usability (e.g. mapping of the input to the various game elements) as well as in terms of gameplay (allowing for example the fine-tuning of game-rules based on player-death logging).

EQUIPMENT

Usability evaluation of games is conducted both in the lab (Figure 4) and in the field (Figure 5). To enable the evaluation of usability at early development stages prototypes are developed and used. To understand how usability and overall user experience and fun are related usability evaluation for games development today rely on sophisticated usability labs, including biophysiological measurements, eye-tracking or motion sensors.

Safety-Critical Interactive Systems Development Processes

In safety critical systems several quality factors deeply influence the development process such as reliability, fault-tolerance or security. However, usability could/should be seen as a critical factor especially when

Figure 7. F-16 A/B fighter cockpit – inside view of the aircraft
work such as [10] report that 80%-90% of accidents in
industry are attributed to human error.

One key element of the development process of safety
critical systems is the certification phase which involves
an external body who is in charge of assessing the
process that has been followed during the development
of the system. Figure 8 presents such a process in
which the last phase precisely concerns certification
activities. It is important to note that, however, such
phase is more prominent when the system involves
“normal” citizens.

Figure 8. DO 178B [1] standard (no usability – no users)

Another typical aspect of the safety critical domain is
the fact that standards processes are available and
should be carefully followed. Figure 8 is defined in the
DO 178-B standard from [1] while Figure 9 is from
another standard IEC 61511 dealing specifically with
safety issues [5].

Figure 9. IEC 61511 [5] Process Safety (operations are part of
the process)

Usability Evaluation in Safety-Critical Interactive
Systems
Usability evaluation in safety critical systems is typically
conducted as part of the development processes
presented above. However, it is usually not an explicit
phase as usability concerns are taken into account in
more or less every phase.

From the scientific perspective, usability evaluation is
scarcely described or even reported. From our
experience, for instance in the case of civil aircrafts
cockpit designs, usability and operability concerns are
dealt with by means of expert users (called test pilots)
who are involved from the beginning (architectural
design of the cockpit) to the very late final phases (design of the training of airlines pilots). This could be compared to participatory design approaches.

Using a simulator as a test-bed for design and testing of concepts and interfaces can be seen as a specific equipment or supporting usability studies. For instance, while designing the elements of a head-up display, scenarios can be defined and tested to assess the impact of a display freeze of the head-up display on the operations (i.e. the pilot’s tasks).

To summarize a broad range of usability evaluation methods are used in this area but they typically do not refer and relate to the standard method descriptions advocated in the field of HCI.

Equipment for Usability Evaluation
As for games, usability evaluation for safety critical systems is conducted both in the lab and in the field. But given the necessary focus on safety and reliability, evaluations in the lab are based on the extensive usage of very complex and realistic simulators (e.g. force feedback systems to simulate the behavior of physical equipment in the cockpit, vibrations, 3D movements of the cabin ...). Figure 3 presents a realistic simulator for a UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) control and command system embedding a physical model of the aircraft, weather, gravity ....

When usability evaluation is carried out in the field, very specific equipment has to be designed and embedded to gather information about the operations and the pilot. As for games, they can collect biometric measures about the crew but in addition, they have to be very robust to variations as the evaluation has to be as close as possible of the real operations. For instance, eye tracker devices must be able to track eyes movements both in the dark (while landing at night) and while facing sun (while departing East in the morning or landing West in the evening) [1].

Lastly, usability testing in safety critical systems exhibits the following constraints:

- Expensive users (retired pilot, current pilots from airlines, test pilots working for the manufacturer),
- Expensive real tests for a new designs/systems (50k€ one hour flight test to be included in the budget),
- Complex tests scenarios that are usually based both on normal and abnormal conditions (previous incidents/accidents, emergency situations, partial failure of systems ...)

Summary of Similarities and Discrepancies
Usability is usually evaluated according to the time spent in training (costly training is perceived as poor design of the UI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Games - Process</th>
<th>Safety-Critical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Development Process</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Model: iterative</td>
<td>Process Model: waterfall or V model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialized development phases include localization,</td>
<td>Specialized development phase include certification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
internationalization, gold

Special verification phase by game console manufacturer
Special customization phase of procedures by the airline

System should be of type walk-up and use (or with a very simple practice scenario included)
System is designed together with training material. Similarity with respect to other interfaces is relevant (to support cross-qualification of pilots).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usability Evaluation Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Usability can be less important than user experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability evaluation is combined with user experience evaluation (e.g. playability tests)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta-testing as a unique way to gather user feedback before the software is released. This generates a huge amount of data for improvements (e.g. balancing)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Concluding Remarks**

Looking at the specificities of the two domains it is surprising to find a set of similarities: both domains share the approach that usability as a factor of the interaction with the system might be less important than other software quality factors. Both domains have a set of additional development phases and usability evaluation is typically quite heavy in terms of infrastructure. Being interested in the domain dependent adaptation of usability evaluation, the domain of safety-critical system and the domain of games are promising candidates to understand how usability evaluation methods must be adapted to better fit the domain.

We believe that safety critical systems and games represent the two extremes of a continuum of domains where usability evaluation methods have to be customized and adapted to fit their specificities.

In a nutshell and to provide a second adaptation of Landsburg’s words as stated in [2]: "Usability wants us to die rich; UX wants us to die happy", we propose a new vision of it by saying "Usability wants us to die fit; UX wants us to die happy; Safety want us to die still alive”.
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Abstract  
In this paper we describe what kind of usability evaluation and development methods we have used in concept development and evaluation work in emergency response domain. The work described in this paper was carried out in EU FP7 funded project COPE (Common Operational Picture Exploitation). The aim was to create a technology concept and related work practices to support common operational picture (COP) in on-line emergency response work. Various usability and human factors methods were used in the course of the project and a specific field research method labeled parallel augmented exercise was created to enable studying safety critical work in live settings. In this paper we address the issue of conducting usability work in the very unique domain of emergency response.
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Introduction
The starting point for the EU project COPE (Common Operational Picture Exploitation; see http://cope.vtt.fi/) was to develop technological concepts that support and enable common operational picture (COP) among a multi-agency emergency response professionals. At the same time it was acknowledged that any development of a technical tool has an effect on the work practices within the activity system (task-artifact cycle). Consequently, a further goal for development work was identified: the development of emergency response practices and concepts of operation (ConOps). In addition, one of the starting points for the whole project was that a special emphasis was to be laid on carrying out the development work in a user- and usage-centered manner and ensuring high level end user involvement throughout the project.

In this paper we give a brief introduction, first about the research process as a whole and secondly about the usability development and evaluation methods used in the project. More detailed descriptions of the methods can be found e.g. in [7] [6, 8]

Background
From a methodological point of view the COPE project required innovative ways of designing the research. This is due to the specific nature of the emergency domain. The work carried out by fire fighters, paramedics, and their leaders is extremely safety critical, very procedural but at the same time dynamic in situ, and it has developed within a strong culture of professional practice which is not very open to interventions concerning new tools or ways of working.

The VTT human factors group has developed a work analysis method called core task analysis [5] to be used for analyzing and developing work activities in different safety critical domains. The idea in core task analysis is to identify the core of a particular activity, i.e., the result-critical content of the work that is defined by the objectives of the work and the constraints of the domain (environment). Main information gathering methods in core task analysis are interviews, observations, and analytical considerations concerning the nature of the domain. In the analysis phase of core task analysis the information from the ways in which the professionals describe their work is combined with the observed practice of conducting the work and embedded in the characteristics of the domain. Based on this, core task demands of a particular work can be identified. Core task demands denote the ways of working which enable reaching the objectives of the work in the dynamic, complex and uncertain environment.

Early on in the COPE project, creating common operational picture (COP) was identified to be one of the key core task demands that must be fulfilled in order to reach the objectives of emergency response (ER). What is the way COP is constructed and exploited in ER, what is the way COP brings added value to ER and, above all, how the added value of the technology concept on COP can be evaluated, are the basic questions with which the human factors group in COPE project was faced with and towards which the methodological choices had to be tuned.

Flow of HF research in COPE
During the course of the project we tried to avoid focusing on the possibilities of technology as the main
driver for the development of tools in Emergency Response. The challenge is to balance between the needs of the practice and the technology push. The whole project was designed in a manner (Figure 1) that made it possible for the technology development to conduct fast prototyping and small scale technical tests while at the same time the human factors group was gathering data and analyzing the end user activity. The products of technology development, early prototypes and concept descriptions were used as design interventions in the human factors work to enable early feedback from the users.

Figure 1. Organization of the COPE project in work packages. Work packages are depicted in blue and each row below the blue boxes represent a phase in the project. Time progresses from left to right in each row, starting from the top row and proceeding to the row below. The boxes with strengthened outline represent the output in each phase (row) that is used in the next phase (row).

Figure 1 demonstrates the organization and flow of research and development in COPE. WP2 concentrated on user studies and the demands of different individual personnel in emergency response. WP3 considered emergency response from the processes and ConOps point of view. As WP5 was the technology development work package, WP4 acted as an intermediate playground for mapping the understanding of end user activity resulting from the work of WPs 2&3 to technological innovations created in WP5. Finally WP6 was the evaluation work package the aim of which was to organize the evaluation of the operational effect of the developed technological solutions and concept of operations.

The project started by letting the individual work packages act rather independently (first row in Figure 1). During this phase several important HF research steps took place: Human Factors White Paper was written to define the scope of the COPE project with regard to the entire emergency management, and to provide an initial conceptualization of the concept Common Operational Picture (COP). Deliverable “Use Case Descriptions and a Human Factors Engineering Framework” was written. It describes first responder work on the basis of previous literature. A proposal for so called initial use cases was made and a plan for empirical data gathering concerning end user activities proposed. Deliverable “End User Requirements” was written based on empirical user studies (see later this paper). At this stage it became clear that more interaction was needed among the Human Factors group and the engineering design. Design-oriented experiments and four technology mapping working groups were established to increase the interaction and joint design work (second row of the Figure 1). Next, following steps were achieved: Deliverable “HF-Based Design Inputs to COPE technology – Conceptual and
Empirical Considerations of Common Operational Picture” was produced. This deliverable includes detailed analysis of end user interviews. Moreover it reports in detail the design study accomplished by one of the technology mapping groups at the Emergency Services College (ESC) in Kuopio. This deliverable also makes a first proposal for the methodology to be used in the Human Factors evaluation of the COPE technology. The work was summarized in Deliverable “The Technology Mapping Workshop Outputs”. An important phase in the design process was when the human factors –oriented work for defining the concept of operations was found to be restricted if it only would focus on the singular technologies that the individual working groups had been working with. Hence, the need for a comprehensive architecture was discovered and the architecture was articulated within the technology mapping activity and the work for defining the quality criteria for a good system could begin (Key Performance Indicators) (third row in Figure 1): Deliverable "Scenario Descriptions from User Perspective – Key Performance Indicators and Scenario Requirements" was written. As the next step the human factors group focused on further analyzing the data from available end-user interviews and design experiments to formulate a set of comprehensive human factors evaluation metrics. This was used in two large scale exercises with end-users and developed further. (The fourth row in Figure 1): The results of end-user studies in design contexts were used to improve and finalize the COPE technology concept.

The final demonstration took place in September 2010 in the form of a large-scale final exercise. About 100 end-users and experts participated in the exercise and comprehensive data acquisition was organized by the human factors group concerning the activities of the personnel and their experience of the technologies (last row of Figure 1). Deliverable “COPE Technology Enabled Capacity for First Responder” summarizes all the empirical results acquired of the usage of COPE technologies during the project. For synthesizing the results verification and validation evaluations were accomplished and reported.

Methods used in human factors work

Methods of gathering data about the end user activity

Typically we would start familiarizing with a new domain by conducting e.g. Contextual Inquiry (CI) [1] type of studies. But in the domain of fire and rescue we cannot interfere with the actual activity to the extent which would be necessary for CI. The reasons are obvious and numerous. E.g. we cannot even go close enough to the fire fighters acting in a situation to ask questions and explanations and really to understand what is going on. Another method to familiarize with a domain is to gather the task descriptions and procedures that have already been created. This was done to a certain extent in COPE but the data gathered this way does not reflect all aspects of the work, as even though procedures are followed quite systematically they still leave room for individual ways of acting for the fire fighter crews.

Interview Method

Our interview method was based on the Critical Decision Method [3] to elicit personal, lived experiences from fire fighters, and to ground discussion in real events (versus hypothetical scenarios that will often elicit only opinions and generalizations). The interview methodology can be described in terms of ‘sweeps’ or iterations of the same incident experienced by the fire
fighter, focusing on different levels and types of information each time [2]. The CDM was adapted with a final sweep through the incident where the interviewee had the opportunity to envision the use of various technologies in the context of the event.

Observation Method
Since it would have been too difficult to observe professional firefighters in real-life tasks, we observed firefighter students taking their practical examinations. In the exam a crew of fire fighter paramedics performed four small-scale emergency exercises in natural settings. Each crew was assigned the tasks of roof fire, cellar fire, car-accident and ventilation of an industry hall. At each incident site there was an instructor who gave a short briefing about the situation, observed the crews’ performance and evaluated it. The comments of the instructor were also considered as data concerning emergency response work.

Parallel Augmented Exercise
A wider scale human factors evaluation took place in the first field test in the form of a parallel augmented exercise. In this design study the evaluation of the technology concept was connected to a live accident exercise conducted at ESC. Students performed in the exercise as usual but experienced fire fighters, forming the “parallel group”, used the developed technology and envisioned what it would be like to work in the ongoing accident with such technology.

Methods for evaluating usability of the COPE concept
A longitudinal evaluation approach was developed for the project. Accordingly, the evaluation took place stepwise and assessment methods were adapted to the maturity of the technology concept. Hence, in the earlier design phase, the evaluation was integrated into the technology mapping process. Design workshops were organized which each focused on singular applications.

Verification
The evaluation took two basic forms, i.e. verification and validation. In the verification earlier project documents were used as reference to test the fulfillment of requirements. The requirements had been defined on the basis of analysis of emergency response activity. In the verification the method was a walkthrough accomplished during the final trial. Walkthrough was arranged in the form of interdependent tasks that some fire fighters performed with the new technology. Thinking aloud was encouraged and after the performance, a brief interview about the experience and opinions was performed to each fire fighter separately.

Validation
In validation the focus was on testing whether the entire COPE technology concept would support emergency responders cognitive work demands, especially those connected to creation of Common Operational Picture. A new method was used that is labeled the Usability Case [4]. It provides a systematic reasoning tool and reference for gathering data of the technology under design, and for testing its usability in the targeted work. Following this method, a model was created that defined the intrinsic work demands that are needed to maintain COP, i.e. sense making, coordination and maintaining common ground. Next, the concept level requirements for the entire technology were defined. Thereafter, the singular technological functionalities of the COPE applications
were ordered in four main concept solutions. Then connections were identified concerning which singular technologies would fulfill each identified concept solution, how each concept solution would fulfill the concept requirements, and how the concept requirements would support the intrinsic cognitive demands of COP. On the basis of this reasoning, claims about the COPE technology were created. Testing of the fulfillment of these claims was the content of the validation evaluation. All user experience and behavioral data collected during the project in different evaluation phases was pooled in a database and used as evidence to test whether the claims about the advantages of the COPE technology for creating COP could be supported. Also negative evidence was registered.

Discussion
Above we have described what kind of design process and evaluation methods were used in project COPE. Throughout the project, the requirement of evaluating technology and working practices in a highly safety-critical work but without interfering it created challenges that, we consider, were overcome by the methods used. The design process was participatory with high involvement of end users in several design experiments. The co-operation of technology development and human factors was organized through technology mapping. The interview method CDM provided the interviewees an opportunity to reflect on the naturalistic decision making processes of real work. Observation was conducted in training situations which gave the instructor an opportunity to explain the work to the researchers. Evaluation was conducted through parallel augmented exercise which ensured zero interference of the activity but enabled professionals reflection of promisingness of the new concept. Usability Case was used for organizing all the human factors data and identifying the validity of the technology concept.
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Abstract
This paper discusses current trends in the field of evaluation of groupware applications. We review existing evaluation methodologies in CSCW, present the experience gained from case studies in the field and work in progress. It outlines the importance of using traditional single user evaluation methods in combination with evaluation of groupware specific issues, like communication and awareness mechanisms as well as the importance of context of use in the process.
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Introduction
Collaborative applications (or groupware) are software systems that support people involved in a common task to achieve their goals. These systems have been developed in the broader field of Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) that describes different kinds of activities that are carried out by a group that uses information and communication technology. A similar area of study is that of Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) that puts special emphasis on the learning outcome of the collaborative activity. The two areas share many technological and theoretical background issues. The technology in this context usually supports communication and coordination of the activity, as well as providing structure for the activity, stores record of action and intermediate and final states of the activity outcome. An activity of this nature, in general, involves two or more people who work together sharing a common objective. Evaluation of groupware applications is an open challenge for the past years and the subject of many studies. For years, research has focused on the
various aspects of collaboration that should be supported through groupware applications in order to turn collaborative activities into a success. Evaluation experts claim that until a general framework or set of guidelines is established, we should focus in evaluating the various factors of collaborative systems separately [1]. Groupware evaluation itself involves the assessment of various aspects. The objective of evaluation may be the collaborative experience, the group activity outcome, the mechanics of group interactions or communication means used, or simply the groupware application used. The objective of the evaluation study should become explicit as it is often difficult to distinguish these different aspects. For example evaluation of the technology may be done through study of a typical case of its use and often cannot be distinguished from it. One problem that has been put forward, is to define commonly acceptable methods and tools for evaluation of groupware applications. Such methods need to involve a combination of various complementary approaches that take into consideration the typical context of use of the groupware application. In the following sections we provide a brief review of the field of groupware evaluation, the experience we have gained from various evaluation studies and some ideas on the perspective of this field.

**Groupware evaluation: a brief review**

In general, there are some principles that groupware systems are expected to support such as, communication between partners, the establishment of shared understanding and goals, support for awareness of others' actions. In this fashion, we can define the groupware systems as the combination of technology software (applications that offer common resources, fig. 1) and hardware devices (e.g. microphones, cameras etc) that promote collaboration among a group in order to achieve a shared goal. It is common in today's complex environments, a groupware application contain both synchronous and asynchronous communication components, synchronous and asynchronous content sharing (e.g. file sharing or joint editors) and content management components. The scenarios of typical use of such systems are extended and complex and involve usually distributed groups of people and multiple contexts of use.

![Common workspace](image1.png)  

**Figure 1.** Example of a synchronous groupware application, it typically includes a communication tool (Chat) and a shared workspace, including various awareness mechanisms.

While for single-user applications there is already an extensive corpus of knowledge relating to evaluation methods and tools, groupware evaluation methods are still in evolution. Originally some of the most well known groupware evaluation methods derive from HCI methodologies for single user evaluation as classified by McGrath in Table 1 [12]. These methods have been adopted for the collaborative context. Such methods
are: Expert based methods like use of heuristics [2,3], User testing, usually in labs [16], survey of user opinions through interviews & questionnaires, focus groups, etc, and ethnographic methods, like contextual inquiry. Among these techniques, the most prominent one involves user studies in the lab. For groupware systems however, it is particularly difficult to create a group in a laboratory that will reflect the real case scenarios [17].

Table 1: Evaluation Types (from [12])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Manipulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rigorous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naturalistic</td>
<td>Field Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>Laboratory Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimal/None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Field Study, Case Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exploratory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mechanics of collaboration describe the basic operations that appear during group work towards a common goal. Collaboration, including communication and awareness aspects, is analyzed and mapped through small-scale actions described by mechanics of collaboration [8]. Frameworks such as Collaboration Usability Analysis (CUA) and Groupware Heuristic Evaluation were based on the mechanics of collaboration. Collaboration Usability Analysis (CUA) is based on a hierarchical task model for group work than involves field studies and incorporates several modified task analysis techniques. It provides high and low-level representation of collaborative activity and the interactions that take place within it [18].

Groupware Task Analysis (GTA) [20] is another analysis method and framework for the design of groupware that focuses on the triplet people, work, situation. Hierarchical task analysis in combination with human information processing models, such as keystroke level model, has also been used in groupware evaluation either in order to decompose group work to the level of individual subtasks [13] or to be integrated and adapted in collaborative settings [6].

In addition, concept-specific frameworks of study have been proposed, focusing on specific aspects of collaborative work such as awareness, communication and coordination. These frameworks put emphasis on participatory design and evaluation [19], extending data logging methods for collaborative systems [10], as well as methods for modeling and mapping awareness within a collaborative setting [14] and breakdown analysis [9].
Lessons learned from evaluation studies

In this section we briefly discuss a number of recent groupware evaluation studies that we conducted. These are indicative of the current trends in evaluation methods of this field. The presented studies are part of a more general framework that aims to provide guidelines and rules towards successful collaborative group activities. During these studies traditional HCI methods for single user application evaluation were combined with CSCW evaluation methodologies, while special emphasis was given to the effectiveness of alternative awareness mechanisms. The studies also involved qualitative analysis of video to assess the collaboration activity. We present two of these studies.

The first study [5] involved Heuristic Evaluation of a web-based argumentation tool used by communities of practice. For the evaluation of the application, heuristic evaluation for single-user interface was combined with heuristics for CSCW based on the mechanics of collaboration. Groupware Heuristic Evaluation [2] provides a set of heuristics for Shared-Workspace groupware that can be used by a number of experts for the evaluation of groupware. The groupware application supported both synchronous and asynchronous collaboration and was studied for both settings. Overall fifty (50) evaluators took part in the study. It was clear that in evaluation of groupware applications there are various aspects that need to be studied and evaluated separately but taken into consideration for an overall assessment. Expert based inspection methods should be combined with user observation methods, while we need not only focus on the collaborative functionality but also on the user interface design issues. This has been confirmed by studies that revealed that most of the issues occurring in a collaborative session are due to inconsistencies of the interface rather than communication and awareness problems [5].

The second study [4] involved study of synchronous collaboration for problem-solving and examined allocation of attentional resources during different collaborative sessions. Three dyads’ practice was monitored and analyzed. The dyads were formed in order to study different group dynamics. One dyad consisted of participants of similar knowledge background and equally motivated towards collaboration, a second dyad consisted of users of different knowledge background where the inexperienced user was monitored by the eye tracker and the third dyad was also formed by users of different background but the experienced user was monitored. The logfiles of the collaborative activity where combined with the logfiles of the eyetracker in order to analyze the interplay between task, awareness mechanisms and collaborative practice. This study revealed that awareness and communicative failures are often interpreted as unwillingness towards collaboration or gradual lost of interest in a collaborative activity. The lack of adaptive awareness mechanisms that help users to set priorities towards the common goal instead of just informing about who, when and where is active, leads users to withdraw from the joint activity. They remain visible in the common workspaces, are aware of the actions of their partners but take no actual role in the collaborative activity. [4]

Another objective is to define evaluation metrics for groupware applications. Quality of collaboration has been correlated to automated metrics taken from logfiles [11]. In the same way, it is expected that data of eye movements and activity on the common
resources of groupware applications are able to provide us with useful information concerning the usability and quality of collaborative systems.

Conclusions and further research
Grudin in his article "Why CSCW applications fail: problems in the design and evaluation of organizational interfaces" [7], outlines a number of key issues in groupware design and evaluation. These concerns are still valid, despite that they have been stated over twenty years ago. Collaborative activities are difficult to model and analyze. The outcome of collaborative activities rely on many factors such as the quality of collaboration, the context of the activity and the tools that mediate the activity. The complexity of collaboration setting makes it difficult to identify the source of observed problems. So for instance tools that may support efficiently groups for playing a game may not support students during a learning activity, or social networking tools may not be satisfactory as argumentation system. So there is still a long way to go in establishing a framework for evaluation of groupware applications, that takes all these issues in consideration and can be used in a wide range of collaborative applications. On one hand, as discussed in this paper, there is already a substantial experience in the community of research and practice and reports of good practice exist that indicate the need to use a combination of evaluation methodologies, ones relating to single-user interfaces and more specific methods relating to groupware characteristics. However an open issue remains how to include the context in which each application is used and the quality of the outcome and how to take them into account in the evaluation process.
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A comparative evaluation of mouse, stylus and finger input in shape tracing

Abstract
A comparison of the aggregated performance measurements for three input methods in a line-tracing task is presented. Results indicate that users perform best using touch input, both in tasks with and without visual feedback, therefore we recommend touch input as the preferred input method for simple drawing tasks.
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Introduction
Research on input methods and their influence on human input has been focused mainly on the performance aspects. Many input devices have been tested on their effectiveness in pointing, dragging, crossing and path steering navigation tasks and this knowledge is used for different analyses and comparisons [7, 4, 6]. These standard navigational tasks became the subjects of mathematical modeling. Fitts’ Law is a proven method that models linear pointing and clicking tasks but it appears to be not as well suited for modeling two dimensional tasks [5]. This has been supplemented by the Steering Law, which is a...
more suitable predictive model for investigating two dimensional navigation tasks by considering them as a constrained motion within predefined tunnels of error [1].

The recent popularity of hand held devices equipped with displays capable of sensing multiple ways of human-input created new opportunities for creative users. Any surface-based human input can be broken down to a time-series of 2D coordinates. Therefore we can use the analogy of line tracing to describe the output of the continuous user's action that takes place e.g. on a touch-sensitive surface.

Line tracing can be an example of a task which might be negatively influenced by the low accuracy of the input method used for drawing lines but also by any kind of constraints imposed on the user. However, we have been unable to find a model specifically designed for unconstrained drawing in freehand input with initially unpredictable user error. Therefore, we decided to investigate the shape-based approach to assess the potential of small screens for unconstrained free-hand tracing tasks.

In order to compare the three most commonly used input devices, namely mouse, pen and touch input, in a drawing task, we performed an experiment with 16 participants.

In the experiment, the participants had to complete a tracing task of tracing a simple, random shape with all three input methods. The purpose of this experiment is to find out if there is a clear difference in performance when performing the tracing task between the three input-devices that are being investigated.

**Method**

In our study, users were asked to trace over, in one stroke, a greyed-out shape that was displayed on the screen using one of the three input methods in question in a randomized order. Additionally, we controlled the visual feedback of tracing that imitated drawing with black or invisible ink. We have also measured the accuracy and time it took the participants to perform the task.

The shape that was given to the participants was designed with use of a modified version of Method 4 described by Attneave [2]. We created asymmetrical non-sense contour shapes that did not bear any resemblance to well-known shapes. The modification of Attneave's method was limited to making the shapes consisting of at least two of each kind of perceptually meaningful properties like: convex corners, concave corners, straight line segments, and curve line segments. These segments of the shape did not cross at any point and their parameters like length or angle were randomized.

There are multiple factors that can describe the differences between two shapes: general shape, translation, rotation, and scale [3]. In order to calculate the user's accuracy of each trial of the tracing task, we decided to calculate the error score based only on the pixel-wise difference in general shape between the shape given and the shape that each participant produced.

We extracted multiple pixel-based values from each generated shape and used the following equation to calculate error scores for each task:
error = \sqrt{\left(\frac{CP}{DP} - 1 \right)^2 + \left(\frac{DP}{TP} - 1 \right)^2} \quad (1)

Where:
- CP is the number of common pixels between the participant-generated shape and the original shape
- DP is the total number of the participant-generated pixels
- TP is the total number of pixels of the original shape.

The error value is represented by the length of line from points A to B as seen on the plot below:

![Error measurement plot](image)

**Figure 1**: Error measurement plot

Point A (1,1) is a perfect score with zero error where CP=DP=TP. Point B represents a user's score.

While performing such a tracing task it is theoretically possible to achieve maximum accuracy. This would mean that a user has traced over a shape perfectly and created the same amount of pixels in the exact same position as the original shape that was presented.

**Experiment design**

The experiment has a mixed design. The input methods have a within subjects design and were assigned in a randomized order for counterbalancing. The visual feedback has a between subjects design. 8 randomly selected participants performed the task with visual feedback and 8 without it. An HP Touchsmart TM2 Tablet PC with a 12.1 inch screen and a resolution of 1280*800, with stylus and finger input, as well as a Logitech basic optical mouse were used. The HP TM2 was used in tablet mode with the stylus and finger input, parallel to the desk, and in laptop mode with the mouse. Morae version 3 was used in order to acquire time data from the trials. Participants had to fill in a pre-test questionnaire and were offered a minute long introductory session for the stylus and touch input in MS Paint. Then, they were presented with the shape and instructed to "trace over the shape in one stroke, starting from the top right corner". Afterwards they were asked to fill in a post-test questionnaire regarding their preferences and opinions for the input devices that were tested. The following figures display the shape that was presented to the participants along with a high scoring and a low scoring participant attempt.

**Results**

First the shape error data were analyzed for deviations from normality by means of the Kolgomorov-Smirnov test. A liberal decision criterion of 0.1 was used in order not to use parametric test unduly. However, none of these tests showed any such deviations and the further analyses were performed using ANOVA using a decision criterion of 0.05. The ANOVA for shape error revealed neither significant differences between the input methods (F(2,28)=0.876, p=0.427), the visualization of feedback conditions (F(1,14)=0.26, p= 0.61), nor
any interaction between these factors ($F(2,28)=0.317$, $p=0.731$). The grand mean error value was 0.741.

**figure 2:** Original shape

**figure 3:** High scoring user generated shape

**figure 4:** Low scoring user generated shape

**Figure 5:** Box Plot of Times Measured
Then we turned to the timing data. The ANOVA was performed on the logarithm of the time in seconds because reaction type data are known to be non-normally distributed otherwise. There was no effect of visualization of feedback (F(1,14)=0.0613, p=0.808) nor any interaction between this factor and input method (F(2,28)=0.275, p=0.761). However, there was a clear difference between the input methods (F(2,28)=49.535, p<0.0000001). The mean times for each input device were mouse=23.00s, pen=15.10s and touch =9.81s.

**Conclusion**
Results show that all input methods have comparable error scores for the shape that was used. There are, however, large differences between time scores for each input method. Touch outperforms mouse by a factor of 2.3 and pen by a factor of 1.54.

**Discussion**
The precise line-tracing task might be representative of multiple tasks related from creative graphics design and free-hand drawing to complex linear selections of multiple graphical elements. Therefore the results of our study show that for at least moderately complex drawing tasks touch input is much more efficient than pen or mouse (what was also confirmed in tasks with no visual feedback) and might be the preferred input method in graphics design applications. This was supported by the qualitative post-test data that indicates that our users preferred touch input with pen input second and mouse input last. More of complex shapes need to be investigated, as it is expected that the results may vary from the one produced for this experiment. Finally posture must be considered as well, when using touch input, especially since there might be additional muscle strain due to the lack of proper support for the user’s arms during the use of touch devices.
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Abstract
The concept of domain exclusiveness is introduced to differentiate between domains with respect to ease of domain knowledge access. Whereas traditional usability evaluations are the method of choice for non-exclusive domains, exclusive domains may require evaluation methods that draw on the domain knowledge held by domain experts, such as users experienced in the domain. Group-based expert walkthrough and Cooperative usability testing are reviewed as examples of evaluation methods that facilitate access to such domain knowledge.
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Introduction

Usability evaluation has been established as an indispensable part of interactive systems development. Methods for usability testing and usability inspections are being used across an ever-growing spread of domains, that is, types of contexts in which the interactive systems are to be implemented. The application of usability evaluation methods across domains has sensitized the HCI community to the need to match the evaluation methods with the domain in which they are used, as is seen from the theme of the current workshop [1].

Adequate application of usability evaluation methods depends on in-depth knowledge of the domain of the interactive system. In an evaluation, usability is examined relative to defined users and goals, as well as the social, environmental and organizational context [7]. Domain knowledge is needed to verify the relevance of scenarios and tasks for usability testing and walkthroughs, identify breaches in usability through inspections, and analyze data from usability testing. Without sufficient domain knowledge, the quality of the usability evaluation will suffer.

However, the availability of domain knowledge varies greatly between domains. For some domains, such as eCommerce and eGovernment, domain knowledge is abundantly available. For other domains, as for example medical care at hospital wards and medical emergency response, easily accessible domain knowledge is scarce.

The availability of domain knowledge within a given domain may be a critical for the adequacy of a given usability evaluation method; in particular for domains of which domain knowledge is exclusive, that is, not easily available to the outsider. To argue for this position, the concept of domain exclusiveness is proposed. This concept is then used to demarcate the domains which may not be adequately treated with traditional usability evaluation methods. Finally, two evaluation methods are reviewed that may enable us to overcome the challenges associated with traditional usability evaluation methods in exclusive domains. Please note that the presented argument is work in progress; it is the hope of the author that this paper can generate the discussion needed to develop it further.

Domain exclusiveness as a function of specialization and required training

Domain exclusiveness refers to the unavailability of domain knowledge to the outsiders of a specific domain and is a function of the domain’s (a) level of specialization and (b) level of required training. In the highly exclusive domains of medical care at hospital wards and medical emergency response domain knowledge depends on a particular professional and occupational status (high level of specialization), and several years of education (high level of training). Such domains may be called specialist domains.

Domains that are highly specialized but require only limited training, as for example professional sales and parking enforcement, may be called limited training domains.

Domains that require extensive training but are encountered in a wide spread of contexts, such as general office work and project leadership, may be called generalist domains.
Finally, domains that are general and require little training, such as eCommerce and eGovernment customership, may be called **popular domains**. The four domain categories are mapped out in figure 1.

![Diagram](image)

**figure 1.** Domain exclusiveness mapped as a function of the levels of specialization and training in the domain.

**Usability evaluation in domains with low levels of specialization**

Popular domains represent little challenge to usability evaluation methods. The usability experts conducting the evaluations are likely to have access to sufficient domain knowledge on basis of existing literature, including elaborate usability guidelines, as well as detailed market research. Also, as the potential user groups for these domains include any person with an internet access, the usability experts will most likely have hands-on experience as user of range of systems similar to that under evaluation. In consequence, traditional usability evaluation methods are adequate. Usability testing can be conducted in line with renowned textbooks [2;10], where the usability expert is the main interpreter of the evaluation results and the user is the object of observation. Usability inspections can be conducted with method such as heuristic evaluation [9] or cognitive walkthrough [12] where the usability expert is the main judge of usability on basis of general usability knowledge and knowledge of relevant user groups.

Similarly, generalist domains may be argued to represent no great challenge in usability evaluations, even though these domains require high levels of training and therefore are more exclusive than popular domains. Usability experts are likely to be skilled in generalist domains, as for example general office work and project leadership, through their education and work experience. Also, since general purpose systems for office work support have been an important category of interactive systems for more than 20 years, a fair amount of the existing HCI literature, implicitly or explicitly, target generalist domains¹. In consequence, it may be held that usability evaluations in generalist domains also may be adequately conducted with traditional evaluation methods.

**Usability evaluation in domains with high levels of specialization**

In domains with high levels of specialization, domain knowledge is typically not easily accessible to usability

¹ The prevalence of office work support systems in the literature on usability evaluation is for example seen in the title of the ISO standard on usability [7].
experts. To acquire adequate domain knowledge, usability experts may have to engage in extensive context research or training, which may represent a prohibitive overhead due to resource limitations in the development project. Further, the elusiveness of specialized domain knowledge may make its elicitation and description fundamentally difficult [11].

In consequence, the use of traditional usability evaluation methods in domains with high levels of specialization is problematic. The validity of the evaluation result depends on access to adequate domain knowledge, and the domain knowledge is elusive. For limited training domains it may be held that this does not represent a fundamental problem as usability experts may be trained in the domain with moderate effort. For specialist domains the problem remains since providing usability experts with domain training is typically not an option.

**Accessing domain knowledge: Usability evaluations with domain experts**

A key resource to domain knowledge in exclusive domains is domain experts. Users experienced in an exclusive domain will typically hold domain expertise, as for example skilled workers [8]. Traditional usability evaluation methods do not include mechanisms to draw on the domain knowledge of domain experts, but the HCI literature do include usability evaluation methods adapted to draw on this resource. Two of these are Cooperative usability testing and the inspection method Group-based expert walkthrough.

**Group-based expert walkthrough**

Group-based expert walkthrough [4] is a usability inspection method particularly designed to allow domain experts to participate as evaluators, in spite of their lack of training in usability. The inspection is lead by a usability expert, taking the evaluators step by step through scenarios of use to identify breaches in usability. The inspection procedure is rather rigid to provide the necessary scaffolding for meaningful domain expert participation.

In an empirical study investigating the performance of domain experts as usability inspectors [3], groups of domain experts evaluated domain-specific solutions for (a) medical personnel at hospital wards, (b) parking wardens, and (c) politicians and political advisors. The three domains all hold fairly high levels of specialization. Parking enforcement may be seen as a limited training domain, political work and medical care at hospital wards may be seen as specialist domains.

The inspection method was group-based expert walkthrough. For each group of domain experts a similar inspection was conducted by a group of usability experts. The performance metric of the study was impact on subsequent development.

Three interesting findings were made: First, the overlap in findings between the evaluator groups was small; only 12 percent of the 229 identified usability issues were identified by both domain experts and usability experts. Second, most of the usability issues identified by the domain experts (59 %) were specific to the domain (as opposed to domain-independent), whereas the comparable proportion for the usability experts was only 15 percent. Third, the impact of the domain experts’ findings was substantial; 54 percent of the usability issues identified by domain experts had led to changes in the interactive systems three months after
the evaluation, as opposed to 27 percent for the usability experts [3].

Cooperative usability testing
Cooperative usability testing [5] is a usability testing method involving the participating users in interpretation and analysis, thereby providing access to the domain knowledge of the participants. The method is structured in interchanging interaction and interpretation phases, where the test leader and the participating user in the interpretation phase walk through the user’s task completion in the preceding interaction phase, discussing and interpreting their observations and experiences. Thus, the interpretation phases may be seen as cooperative augmentations of the traditional usability test.

In an empirical study of cooperative usability testing [6], medical emergency personnel and mobile sales personnel participated in evaluations of specialized interactive systems to support their respective work contexts. Both domains are high in specialization. Medical emergency response may be seen as a specialist domain whereas mobile professional sales may be seen as a limited training domain. As in the study on group-based expert walkthrough, the performance metric was impact in the subsequent development process. Three interesting findings were made: First, the interpretation phases generated a substantial proportion of usability issues not previously identified in the interaction phases. Second, the usability issues of the interpretation phases had the same impact on the subsequent development process as the usability issues of the interaction phases. Third, whereas the usability issues identified in the interaction phases typically were related to interaction design or static design (characteristics of visual layout or wording), the interpretation phases generated a wider spread of usability issues including needed information, needed functionality, and requirements for use and content [6].

Conclusion and future work
Exclusive domains represent a challenge to traditional usability evaluation methods, in particular domains with high levels of specialization. However, evaluation methods drawing on the domain knowledge of domain experts, such as experienced workers, may alleviate this challenge.

Empirical studies of group-based expert walkthrough and cooperative usability inspection indicate two potential benefits of drawing on domain experts’ knowledge: First, improved identification of certain categories of usability issue, as for example domain-specific issues. Second, improved impact on the subsequent development process; possibly caused by the perceived relevance of the usability issues identified by the domain experts.

Existing studies on usability evaluation methods drawing on the domain knowledge of domain experts only provide early evidence on the potential benefits of these methods. Even so, it seems reasonable to suggest the possibility that such usability methods, as for example group-based expert walkthrough and cooperative usability testing, may help us to overcome the challenges related to usability evaluation in exclusive domains.

Whereas traditional usability evaluation methods should be the methods of choice for non-exclusive domains,
usability experts may be well advised to consider alternative evaluation methods for exclusive domains in order to benefit from the domain knowledge of domain experts.
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Introduction
Repertory Grid has previously been used to permit a qualitative comparison between different pages of a website or between a new website, the previous website and its competitors. The technique has also been extensively used in comparative product evaluation. The method detailed here permits a direct comparison between a website’s design objectives and its user experience. A similar adaptation could potentially be applied to the testing of any designed item, where a direct understanding of the success of a design approach is sought by comparing the stated design aspirations with the user’s actual experience.

We suggest that looking to other domains for potentially adaptable methodologies to provide quantitative user data may often provide a fruitful approach. We like the repertory grid because it is extremely adaptable and not tied to one domain, so specific domain influences are largely irrelevant.

The philosophy underlying our methodology is fundamentally concerned with eliminating interviewer bias to the greatest extent possible whilst focusing on the user’s own perceptions in his/her own terms. This is not done reductively by iterating draft questionnaire items, but constructively by simply asking users what is important to them. Our approach, illuminating the general by close examination of the specific, (paraphrasing Denscombe) [1] lends weight to theories of participatory design and amplifies the user’s voice in the software design cycle in ways that are authentic, genuine and transparent.

The ubiquitous nature of information technology today means that the computer is no longer just a tool for those who are compelled to use it, or have to learn to use it, as was the case in the 1980s. Interfaces, in particular on the Internet, must appeal to a broad base of users with varying levels of skill and ability, and should work first time to ensure the user is not ‘put off’ the experience. Aesthetic considerations (often referred to as beauty) may also be considered significant in this context, (Hartmann, Sutcliffe & De Angeli) [2] but have only attracted significant interest from researchers in the last few years. (Hassenzahl) [3]. Norman [4] suggests that attractive things generate positive moods that impact directly on improving thought processes and therefore task performance. Hassenzahl [3] suggests the process is more complex, and that a clear link to task performance is not proven. However, there is agreement that aesthetics satisfies basic human needs and therefore can impact on motivation. (Tractinsky & Hassenzahl) [5].

In order to assess how far visual design techniques applied to the user interface can harmonize with psychological needs for optimal performance on specific tasks and attainment of goals, we must base questions
on a fundamental understanding of key influencing variables of the interaction process, together with a clear knowledge of their relative importance to the individual user. In perceptual terms, interactive computer systems are not just representations of knowledge, but interactive experiences that should seek to fully exploit the user’s senses and emotions, developing new ways to deliver effective communication.

Adherents of the quantitative approach, upon recognizing that a user’s subjective response to the software under evaluation can be an important aspect of evaluation, will often add a criterion that aims to deal with the subjective dimension of how much the user liked using the software. This is illustrated in Nielsen’s [6] model of the attributes of system acceptability, which explores and charts the notion of usability through consideration of such matters as: learnability, efficiency, memorability, user error-rate, and satisfaction. In so doing, they are acknowledging that no matter how well it performs in the other categories, if the software and its interface are not liked by the user, it may not actually be used much, and may even be discarded. On the World Wide Web, it is accepted that the competition is just one click away, so the importance of gaining a clear understanding of users’ experience with web software cannot be overstated.

Our method is derived from Kelly’s [7] Repertory Grid Technique. This method uses a highly qualitative approach to the surfacing of a user’s experience using his/her own frame of reference. The technique is highly amenable to customization by the experimenter, to suit the particular needs of his/her investigation, and details on customization carried out by the authors are described. This paper is based on earlier work detailed in Saxon, Walker & Prytherch [8]

**Repertory Grid Technique**

The Repertory Grid Technique was developed from Kelly’s [7] Personal Construct Theory. This theory had, at its starting point the belief that people are scientists. By this, it is meant that each of us has constructed our own point of view about the world (a theory), our own opinions on what will happen in a given situation (a hypothesis) and that in our day-to-day behaviour, we continually test our views against our reality (we conduct experiments) and, based upon our day-to-day experiences (the experimental data,) we modify our world-view (our theory), forming new opinions on how the world works (a revised hypothesis).

According to Kelly [7], as these constructs represent a set of individual qualitative judgments about the world, it is preferable to think of them as being scalar, having two contrasting poles. Kelly [7] observed that our judgments are usually bipolar, rather than unipolar. The concept of good can only exist as the opposite of bad; the concept of wet can only exist as the opposite to dry. Therefore, when an individual offers a judgment, the question ‘as opposed to what?’ needs always to be asked in order to further clarify the individual’s meaning and the context. For example, the term good may mean skilful as opposed to novice when discussing sporting ability, or it may mean virtuous as opposed to evil when discussing the moral character of another individual. The exact meaning of a word in a given context cannot therefore be assumed. Even where the opposite pole is thought obvious by the
experiment, it should still be sought in order to eliminate observer bias. Repertory Grid Technique sets out to measure subjective aspects of a participant’s experience using a highly qualitative approach whose methods are amenable to customization by the experimenter.

By far the most common method of construct elicitation is Kelly’s [7] triadic method, where three elements are shown to the interviewee, who is then asked to specify some way in which two of these elements are alike and thereby different from the third. The reply, representing the likeness pole of the bipolar, is then recorded. Then, the interviewee is asked in what way the third element differs from the other two. This reply, representing the contrast pole in the bipolar pair is also recorded. The process is then repeated using as many triads of elements as the interviewer thinks appropriate.

Another less common, yet equally effective method according to Ryle and Lunghi [9] is the dyadic method, where only two elements are shown to the interviewee, so that the two construct poles can be elicited more directly. The dyadic method is felt to be simpler in operation than the triadic method, without sacrificing either validity or reliability. Fransella and Bannister [10] also state that:

“Kelly based his triad method for eliciting constructs on his theory as to how constructs are first formed. But since one is eliciting constructs already established in the person’s repertoire there is no reason why three elements need be used...There is nothing sacrosanct about the triad. It is equally reasonable to use two elements for elicitation...”

Epting et.al. [11] evaluated the two different formal methods proposed by Kelly [7] for identifying the contrast pole during the Repertory Grid interview. These are called the opposite method and the difference method, the latter, over time, becoming the more popular of the two. Using this method, after the likeness pole has been identified, as stated above, the interviewee is asked to specify some way in which two of the elements in the triad are alike and thereby different from the third.

Using the opposite method, after the likeness pole has been identified, as stated above, the interviewee is asked to specify what he/she considers to be the opposite of the characteristic given for the likeness pole. Epting et al. [11] found that the opposite method produced a greater number of bipolar constructs than the difference method when using the Repertory Grid procedure. Curtis et al. [12] also point out that the opposite method produces fewer ‘bent constructs’ than the difference method. However they go on to note that the opposite method also has shortcomings; namely that the opposite method creates contrast poles that can be more extreme than the difference method, and that the opposite method can produce constructs that do not apply readily to their elements.

For reasons of operational simplicity without loss of reliability or validity, and the need in this study for several bipolar constructs to be elicited during the interviews for each element, we used dyadic elicitation of constructs, and the opposite method of contrast pole elicitation. Laddering (Fransella and Bannister [10]) was used as needed to more finely tune the contrast poles to the target domain.
Niemeyer et al. [13] offer a third method of construct elicitation; the contrast method; which may provide fruitful refinement.

**Applications of the Repertory Grid Technique to software evaluation**

When considering Repertory Grid Technique as the vehicle for gathering qualitative assessments of the user experience, as opposed to quantitative assessments of software usability, exemplars can be seen in the literature that demonstrate a precedent, and which may be shown to clarify the appropriateness of the theory for use in this context.

Baber [14] provides an example of the use of Repertory Grid Theory in comparative product evaluation, suggesting that further use could be made of the technique in the early stages of product design, when compiling a list of desirable design characteristics. Baber (p. 164) [14] also envisages its use: “...as a means of defining users’ conceptions of usability, perhaps through a comparison of a range of products which users are encouraged to consider in terms of functionality, ease of use, etc.”

Boy [15] presents the Group Elicitation Method (GEM), which seeks to facilitate the mutual understanding of terms and ideas among experts who have been gathered together in order to provide solutions to design or usability issues. Boy (p. 33) [15] states: “Although we have used GEM to design new systems, we have observed that it would be useful for evaluating existing systems and suggesting alternatives.”

Both Baber [14] and Boy [15] appear to have recognised a symmetry between initial product design and user testing that deploys an individual’s personal construct system as a kind of yardstick against which to evaluate a product, either at the beginning or at the end of the design process.

Verlinden and Coenders (p. 143) [16] describing their approach to the use of Repertory Grid for the evaluation of a website state: “Most usability techniques are quantitative and measure the performance, retrieval times, success times/failure rates... Although [a quantitative method] might provide some information on experiences with respect to websites, it exposes a number of shortcomings.”

Repertory Grid is offered as it “...facilitates an objective approach of capturing subjective aspects of web usability.” (Verlinden & Coenders, p. 144) [16]

The approach they use is comparative, but in this case the comparison is made between different pages of the website under evaluation, one against the other.

Hassenzahl and Trautmann (p. 167) [17] set out to evaluate the “holistic overall impression [or] ‘character’ of a web site.” The method used was to employ Repertory Grid Technique to compare a new website design created for a German online bank, with the old design, along with the other six prominent online banking sites available in Germany. The experiment produced useful data, enabling a comparative evaluation of the eight websites to be conducted, facilitating a view on the success of the new site design in terms of its users’ experience. (Hassenzahl & Trautmann) [17]
Hassenzahl, Beu, & Burmester [18] discuss the evolved needs of software product evaluation during the '00’s, stating that the industry-wide focus on usability engineering over the last 30 years must now be extended to acknowledge contemporary users’ needs. Hassenzahl et al. [18] perform a selective review of existing measurement methods and tools. Repertory Grid is cited as a valuable tool in this regard.

The method they describe presents interviewees with a randomly drawn triad from the software product set occupying the design space of interest to the evaluators. The interviewee is then asked the classic question: in what way are two of these three products similar to each other, but different from the third? In this way, the personal construct systems of the interviewees are used as a means of communicating responses to the products under evaluation.

Hassenzahl, Wessler, & Hamborg [19], seeking ways to better capture design requirements in the early stages of software design, introduce the Structured Hierarchical Interview for Requirement Analysis (SHIRA).

As well as being useful in the early stages of designing, SHIRA has (as yet unexplored) potential for use as an evaluative tool. Hassenzahl, Beu, & Burmester, (p. 7) [18] note that: “SHIRA is especially suited to gather information at early stages of the design process for interactive systems. However, it might also be possible to evaluate software at a later stage regarding how it fits the user’s expectations.” Further, there appears to be a good ‘fit’ with the use of Personal Construct Theory in utilising an interviewee’s own terms of reference in any evaluation.

Tan and Tung [20] set out to investigate website designers’ notions of what makes an ‘effective’ website. They used Repertory Grid Technique to ascertain a clear set of design principles, which were derived from constructs elicited from a panel of 20 designers, who evaluated six high-traffic websites. Tan and Tung (p. 65) [20] note that this approach helped to avoid the use of predetermined methods that may limit the scope of the study such as: “pre-structured questionnaires to collect data...[and]...scripted actions that govern the way participants walkthrough a website.”

In a similar way to Boy [15] then, Tan and Tung [20] used Repertory Grid technique to achieve a consensus view drawn from expert consultations.

Fallman and Waterworth [21] sought to couple Repertory Grid Technique with empirical data analysis methods in the evaluation of user experience and affective responses to artefacts. They used seven digital artefacts, including a digital camera, a PDA and a mobile phone. These artefacts were used as elements, and constructs were elicited from 18 participants. Although the focus of the work appears to have been on the use of empirical methods, the choice of such a wide variety of elements may have caused the elicitation process to be rather diffuse, as evidenced by the example constructs listed. This may have been exacerbated by the relatively short artefact familiarisation time provided to participants by the experimenters. However they conclude that as: “the data are meaningful to the participant, not to the experimenter... the data that is found within a participant’s own repertory grid has not already been influenced by—i.e. interpreted in the light of—the
researcher’s pet theory.” (Fallman & Waterworth, p. 4) [21].

The preceding exemplars demonstrate that Repertory Grid Technique may be used successfully in the evaluation of designed artefacts in general, and websites and software products in particular.

**Applying the Repertory Grid Technique**

As has been shown above, Repertory Grid Technique has strong possibilities for application where a comparative view is needed of how one software product fares against its competitors in the eyes of its users. Where a software product must be evaluated in a stand-alone manner however, a novel approach is needed. Optimaly, the required approach retains the many advantages offered by Repertory Grid Technique, whilst facilitating the stand-alone evaluation of the software user experience.

Our approach is described below: In brief, we use an initial card-sorting activity to identify precise themes for enquiry, after which an individualised questionnaire is created that can later be used to evaluate the test software. This questionnaire is made up of themes that were identified by the participant as important to him/her self. The specific questions used in the questionnaire were conceived and worded by the participant, thus ensuring that the terms of reference used fell within his/her range of convenience.

The specific method is now explained, step-by-step.

Interviewees are sought from members of the target audience for the software under evaluation. The interviews are conducted singly. Interviewees are screened by questionnaire as to their IT skills.

The interviewee is welcomed to the experimental venue. We use an office, provided with a round table, chairs, a desk and a computer connected to the Internet, running the software under evaluation. At the table, the interviewee is introduced to the aim and purpose of the experiment, and any initial questions are answered.

A list of the software’s design objectives is offered to the interviewee. These are written on index cards, one objective per card. The interviewee is asked to sort the cards, ranking them in order of importance according to his/her own opinion, by laying them out in a line on the table with ‘most important’ at one end and ‘least important’ at the other. Any questions asked by the interviewee are answered.

The final card ranking arrived at by the interviewee is noted and recorded for future reference.

The five cards ranked as most important are selected by the interviewer and the design objectives written on them are noted. These objectives correspond to the *elements* in a Repertory Grid interview.

For each design objective (element), the interviewee is then asked to think of a characteristic that the software under evaluation would need, in order to fulfil that design objective in such a way that their experience of using the software would be positive. The resulting statement is written down on the Personal Statements Sheet form. Then the interviewee is asked to think of the opposite to the already stated characteristic, with
the prompt “...as opposed to what?” This statement is also written down on the Personal Statements Sheet form. The two characteristics stated: one desirable, the other its opposite in the interviewee’s own terms represent his/her personal construct relating to that design objective. The bipolar construct is written down as anchors, one at each end of a seven-point ratings scale.

This step is repeated, to produce a total of three bipolar constructs for each of the five elements, making 15 in total. The interviewer must take great care to avoid influencing the interviewee’s choice of words at all times. Careful use of repetition and reflecting during the interview will help the interviewee to state clearly what they mean, where difficulty is experienced.

All 15 constructs are written out to create a personal Ratings Form, in effect, creating a ‘blank’ user experience questionnaire that is completely personalised to the interviewee, being based on elements, that he/she has chosen from a large pool of design objectives, using dyadic personal constructs elicited by the opposite method from these elements.

The interviewer and the interviewee then move to the desk with the computer, where the interviewer briefly introduces the software under evaluation. Any questions asked are answered.

Each interviewee is invited to use the software under evaluation to achieve the same real-world task. During the process, any questions asked are answered.

When the interviewee states that he/she had finished, he/she is invited to complete the personal Ratings Form, scoring the software under evaluation against his/her previously elicited constructs.

The interviewee is asked to share any other comments or views that have not been captured by the personal Ratings Form, and these are noted.

The interviewee is thanked, and the experiment is concluded.

The data gathered are then ready for analysis.

A Repertory Grid interview session as described above takes approximately two hours from beginning to end. We used 10 participants, in separate sessions. All interviews must be conducted in the same manner, preferably using the same venue.

Three methods are suggested for analysis of the data gathered, and these are described below:

**Ranking of Design Objectives by Importance**

As each participant had ranked all of the design objective cards in order of importance, the information may be tabulated in order to indicate an overall importance ranking as expressed by the whole group. This ranking may then be examined. On several occasions, this has produced surprising results where design objectives ranked ‘most important’ by the system designers were low-ranked by interviewees. The converse is also seen, where design objectives ranked ‘least important’ by the system designers were high-ranked by interviewees.
Tabulation of each participant’s personal ratings with mean of overall scores for each participant

This method tabulates scores taken from the Personal Ratings Sheets drawn up for each participant. The five design objectives selected by the participant as most important (the Repertory Grid elements) and the scores for each of the three sets of paired, bipolar statements associated with each design objective (the Repertory Grid constructs) are presented, summed and a mean score is calculated. The data are thus readily available for an ‘eyeball’ test. Robson [22], Clegg [23], prior to further analysis.

Personal Ratings Sheet Discussion

Participants’ Personal Ratings Sheets are reviewed and discussed. This discussion presents the individual subjective judgements made by each participant about their user experience of the software under review. Standard content analysis methods are useful here. Due to the Repertory Grid methodology used in the experiment, the judgements are stated using participants’ own range of convenience and in their own terms of reference. These dimensions of judgement were hitherto hidden from view.

Summary of Repertory Grid Technique applied to software evaluation.

After all 15 personal constructs discussed above have been elicited, each participant is invited to use the software under review to perform the same real-world task. Once the participant has finished this task, he/she is invited to complete a Personal Ratings Sheet. This takes the form of a questionnaire, which uses the personal constructs elicited earlier in the session as questionnaire items. Each questionnaire item uses the personal construct ‘likeness’ and ‘contrast’ poles as anchors, separated by a seven-point ratings scale (1-7) with 7 representing greatest agreement with the ‘likeness’ pole and 1 representing greatest agreement with the ‘contrast’ pole.

The questionnaire items have therefore been elicited from the participant before using the software to perform any tasks. Participants must have no prior experience of using the software beforehand. Whilst participants are using the software, the experimenter transfers the personal constructs to the Personal Ratings Sheet, creating a questionnaire ‘blank’. The questionnaire is administered after the user task is finished.

Summary and conclusions

Valuable data on the user experience is available if novel methods of investigation are applied. Many traditional HCI evaluation models have not been sufficiently sensitive to elicit data on user behaviour, which has significant implications for software design. However, the need to understand more about the covert judgments made by users is now critical for the success of software applications.

An important outcome has been the development of a framework for surfacing these affective judgments in a structured manner. The technique described here could be extended and applied to the design development of software capable of delivering a highly positive user experience.
Data collected using this method are well structured, and easily accessible to later content analysis. The initial 'eyeball test' of the data immediately highlights areas of interest. The data are, as can be expected, very rich and highly value laden, but the values seen are those of the respective interviewees whose covert judgments regarding the software under evaluation have been surfaced and recorded. Overall, the protocol is simple to deploy in the experimental setting.

**Future Plans**

Although this case study describes the evaluation of a web application, we believe that this technique can be extended to facilitate new product evaluation.

Work is now in progress on the development of a Qualitative User Experience Satisfaction Tool (QUEST) which will be deeply rooted in our stated philosophy of "ask the user" and will incorporate key aspects of the approach described here.
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Abstract  
We present a methodological framework aiming at the support of HCI practitioners and researchers in selecting and applying the most appropriate combination of HCI methods for particular problems. We highlight the need for a clear and effective overview of methods and provide further discussion on possible extensions that can support recent trends and needs, such as the focus on specific application domains.
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Introduction and background  
The use of human-centered design models and methodologies facilitates software development processes. However a plethora of approaches exists and it can be challenging for developers to appropriately match tools to problems. One way to address this issue is via methodological frameworks,
which facilitate the development process by aiding selection of the most appropriate design methods according to the characteristics of a particular project.

The contribution of this paper is the presentation of a novel framework for systematically categorizing and evaluating HCI methods. It is anticipated that this framework will ease the process of selecting appropriate HCI methods for particular design and evaluation tasks. An overview of the framework is provided, its structure and qualities are discussed and directions for its future development are proposed. The discussion highlights areas of improvement for similar efforts, including providing effective overview of methods, and extensions that support the study of recent trends and needs in HCI, such as the shift of emphasis to user experience (UX) and the focus on specific application domains.

**Overview of methodological approaches**

An apparent way of categorizing HCI methods can be based on the development stage that the method is applied to, be it analysis, design, implementation, formative evaluation, or summative evaluation. However, such a categorization does not provide any direct appreciation of the different kinds of results and insights provided by a method. Nor does it highlight the resources required, or the fact that some methods can be effectively used in more than one development phase. Fitzpatrick and Dix proposed an alternative schema for categorizing HCI methods according to their strategic application [3]. In this approach, four strategies are proposed, based on the resources at human and system level (i.e. real or representative users, and real or representative system) thereby creating a 2 by 2 matrix with top level categories of real world, virtual engineering, soft modeling and hard review. However in this framework, methods are then classified at a second level based on their type and the way they are used, resulting ultimately in a usage analysis table. The result of this process is that the top-level categorization does not reflect the underlying goal of classifying the methods and, as such, does not offer useful insights. A third approach involves categorizing methods by the type of participants featuring in the UX evaluation [6]. This leads to a top-level breakdown into categories of lab tests, field studies, online surveys, and expert evaluations without actual users. Another recent approach classifies usability evaluation methods into data gathering & modeling methods, user interactions evaluation methods, and collaborative methods [4].

**An HCI methodological framework**

The first step in the development of the methodological framework presented in this paper was to gather a comprehensive corpus of HCI methods. Overall, 41 HCI methods were sourced from the literature and studied, analyzed and systematically described (for the complete list, see [8]). The set of methods included both traditional usability methods and those that take into account experiential aspects of a system.

In the framework described in this paper, a top-level categorization of the methods is achieved according to the way that they are used, resulting in four categories: *inquiry*, *prototyping*, *inspection* and *testing*, with 14, 8, 12 and 7 methods in each category, respectively.

Inquiry methods refer to the study of the use of an existing system or the characteristics of a system under construction by querying users and other stakeholders. Methods of this type typically require a considerable number of participants and, since they are based on
participants’ opinions and feelings about a system, provide subjective results. Examples include questionnaires, interviews and focus groups. Prototyping methods involve the construction of prototypes, which enable the study of the characteristics of a system at an early stage in the development process. Prototypes can be further classified according to their fidelity to the final system, level of detail, and scope, into high or low fidelity, and horizontal or vertical prototypes. Examples of prototyping methods include paper prototyping and storyboards. Inspection methods involve the close examination of a system by one or more HCI professionals. Typical inspections can be based on heuristics or guidelines, and can be driven by scenarios (i.e. walkthroughs). In testing methods, experiments on the system or a prototype are conducted with the participation of users. Typical examples include think-aloud protocol, wizard-of-Oz, and retrospective testing.

This categorization was selected as it highlights both the usage of a method and the type of resources that are required. In general, methods in different groups were found to exhibit high complementarity and low overlap in their results, focus and required resources. For example, inquiry methods tend to provide subjective results, as opposed to testing methods, whereas inspection methods do not require the direct participation of users, as inquiry and testing methods do.

The key to the methodological framework is the comparative evaluation of the HCI methods, which is based on a set of measurable criteria. This comparative evaluation, in combination with a good understanding of the workings of each method from their description and analysis, and a good apprehension of the needs of the system under development, can facilitate the selection of the most suitable combination of methods for each project.

The criteria for the comparative evaluation were selected so that they also enhance the general overview of the available methods. The HCI methods and evaluation parameters are tabulated in order to enable quick and effective overview and comparison. An excerpt of this table, comprising only 4 of the 41 methods studied is depicted in Table 1. The evaluation parameters are explained below.

- Type of method: This refers to the classification of methods as inquiry, prototyping, inspection or testing.
- Life-cycle stage: One or more of the following: requirements analysis, design, implementation, formative evaluation, and summative evaluation.
- Type of results obtained (quantitative - qualitative). This is a particularly important parameter, since methods that provide different types of results usually exhibit high complementarity and low overlap, thereby leading to a more efficient development process. Quantitative results are easily analyzed statistically, presented and interpreted in reports, and can be used for comparison of products or ideas in a straightforward way. On the other hand, qualitative results are not easily documented, but can provide important insights that can be easily missed in a quantitative approach.
- Bias (subjective - objective results). The results derived from the application of a method may be influenced to a significant extent by a personal predilection in part of a user or a usability expert.
This is something that should be taken into account in the interpretation of the results and the selection of methods.

- **Cost.** Includes items such as required equipment (e.g. a usability lab), prototype development costs, user recruitment costs and the cost of usability experts (if required).
- **Need for recruiting HCI experts.** Boolean parameter referring to whether the method requires HCI experts for correct execution.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Focus groups</th>
<th>Contextual interviews</th>
<th>Heuristic walkthrough</th>
<th>Automatic logging of use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>inquiry</td>
<td>inquiry</td>
<td>inspection</td>
<td>testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dev. phase</td>
<td>req. analysis, design, formative evaluation</td>
<td>req. analysis</td>
<td>design, formative and summative evaluation</td>
<td>formative and summative evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of results</td>
<td>qualitative</td>
<td>qualitative</td>
<td>qualitative, quantitative</td>
<td>quantitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias</td>
<td>subjective</td>
<td>subjective</td>
<td>objective</td>
<td>objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>low (recruitment of participants)</td>
<td>medium (recruitment of participants during work time, trip to the workplace)</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low (recording and logging equipment, data analysis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCI experts</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of users</td>
<td>6-9</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>- (no users recruited specifically)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of detail</td>
<td>high, low</td>
<td>high, low</td>
<td>high, low</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediacy</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>lab, work place</td>
<td>work place</td>
<td>lab</td>
<td>lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrusiveness</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Strengths**
- The users' preferences and ideas come from spontaneous reactions. Group dynamics come into effect. Easily repeatable. Can focus on specific issues.
- Takes into account the context of use of a system. Can focus on specific issues and aspects of the system in detail. Most effective for exploring an application domain.
- Inexpensive, flexible, structured, quick and repeatable evaluation method. Can be applied on low fidelity prototypes. Easily documented results. Can focus on specific parts of a system.
- Demonstrates how a system is really used. Allows data collection from a large number of real users, in an automatic and systematic way. Allows for a longitudinal approach to studying users' behavior. Provides easily documented results.

**Weaknesses**
- Results are subjective and not easily documented or analyzed. The presence of a group moderator is imperative to keep the group on track and make sure that participants do not influence each other.
- Results are subjective and not easily documented or analyzed. Employee participants may be biased.
- Heuristics limit significantly the scope of the evaluation. A walkthrough covers only a small part of the system. Inherent bias due to the selection of tasks/scenarios to be evaluated.
- Provides answers to how people use a system, but not why. Does not take into account experiential aspects of the use of the system. The results require statistical analysis. Caution is needed as in not to breach users' privacy.
- Number of users. A typical number of users that are needed to participate in the activities described in the method.
- Level of detail of the results (high - low). The results derived from the application of a method, may be low-level (e.g. relating to icon size or positioning) or high-level (e.g. general impressions of a system).
- Immediacy of results. Whether the method yields results immediately, or if further analysis (e.g. statistics) is required.
- Location. The site where a method’s activities take place (e.g. lab, field, workplace).
- Intrusiveness. A user’s behavior may be influenced by the presence of an observer, interviewer or recording equipment. This criterion highlights the extent to which the method is intrusive.
- Strengths. The strengths and main advantages of each method are described briefly using natural language.
- Weaknesses. The weaknesses and main disadvantages of each method are described briefly using natural language.

Discussion
This framework integrates characteristics from similar efforts [3,6,7] to provide a complete and comprehensive catalogue and comparative tool.

The main advantages of the framework and the points of differentiation from similar attempts are enumerated below:

- Systematic. A lucid and eloquent overview of methods is achieved by categorizing and positioning them in a single table.
- Critical Review. Inclusion of a descriptive analysis of the main advantages and disadvantages (strengths and weaknesses) of each method. This brief overview will effectively assist HCI professionals in incorporating and applying a method in their projects.
- Comprehensive. The framework covers 41 HCI methods in total, embracing aspects of system development from initial conception to final testing. This compares well to previous attempts (e.g. [6,7]).
- Extensible. The framework is template-based, so it can be updated by appending new methods, and allows for the revision of the characteristics of each method in a collaborative way from the HCI community. New parameters and possible ways of categorization can be included to address emerging needs of the HCI community, such as the shift to UX or the focus on a specific domain.

The main disadvantages and limitations of the framework are as follows:

- Subjective. The characteristics and the values for each method’s parameters have been elicited either from the relevant literature, or from the personal experience of a small number of HCI researchers and practitioners.
- Non-experiential. The framework does not explicitly address the experiential aspects of interaction with a system.

Suggested enhancements
In order to address the shortcomings we propose a number of enhancements to the framework. These ideas can also prove to be useful enhancements to similar efforts undertaken in this area.
First, an interactive online version of the methodological matrix should be developed. This should make use of visualization elements and techniques to simplify the overview and review of methods and support the decision-making process. Drawing from examples of information visualization used in decision making (e.g. [1]), visual elements such as color, saturation, shape, size, texture and orientation can be used to convey information. Interactivity can support the decision making process by dynamically altering the visibility and visual elements in the online version of the framework. An online interactive version of the framework will further enhance the clear overview of the methods, which is a problem in large and detailed collections of methods (e.g. [4]), and is also expected to contribute to further disseminating the methods to the community of HCI practitioners, researchers, students, software developers and other stakeholders.

Second, an interactive online version of the matrix can be enhanced to support participation from HCI researchers and practitioners. This should yield similar benefits, in terms of exposure to a wide range of opinions, as those frameworks derived from survey data (e.g. [2,5,6,7]). However, integration into an online platform will be a more streamlined and efficient way, which is expected to contribute to the dissemination of the results. Of course, this is expected to be one step further than mere collaborative editing, as done in wikis, for example. The data from many participants, including some basic profile information, can be analyzed statistically and allow the dynamic provision of different views of the framework. For instance, it will be possible to find which methods can be used when one does not have access to users, or which methods are most applicable to a specific application domain.
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Introduction
The TwinTide COST Action (www.twintide.org) has a focus on the transferability of design and evaluation methodologies between application sectors and domains, with an aim of developing cross-sectoral methodologies. Transferability is a physical metaphor that involves the movement of one entity from one place to another. For example, footballers transfer between clubs, students transfer between courses and universities, money is transferred between bank accounts, and files are transferred between computers. In all of these examples, something is transferred whole from one place to another.
Two questions follow for the transferability of method(ologie)s between domains:

- Is a method(ology) transfer whole or partial?
- How are the places in the transfer characterised?

To answer the first question, we need to know what a method(ogy) comprises. To answer the second, we need to be able to characterise application domains or sectors in a way that is relevant to the transferability of method(ologie)s. For example, the UK’s creative industries grew at 6% p.a. from 1997 to 2005, when they accounted for 7% of GVA. While both are key economic attributes, it is not clear that they have any automatic relevance for design method transferability. We could consider further well established sector attributes, and still struggle to identify relevant ones.

To avoid a fruitless domain-centred search for relevant attributes, a method-led approach is developed to identify potential interactions between method attributes and domains. These interactions give rise to conjectures that can be explored in research programmes. Domains are thus explored through the lens of methods, rather than vice-versa, where it is not clear where to focus, especially with so many alternative classifications of economic sectors, e.g.,

- Primary, secondary, tertiary, quaternary, quinary.
- Agriculture, Mining, Construction, Manufacturing, Transport/Utilities, Wholesale, Retail, FIRE (Finance, Insurance, Real Estate), Services

In short, if we want to reach an understanding of cross-sectoral transfer, we may never get there if we start with the nature of domains. A more tractable approach starts from the nature of methods.

This paper considers methods rather than methodologies, since the former comprise the latter, and we need to identify the parts of a methodology that can be transferred, and with what costs. The next section outlines a framework for a method-led analysis (instead of a less promising domain-centred analysis).

A Framework for Transferability

The opening conjecture is that a method is compatible with domains with which its demands are compatible. A demand is any requirement for a method that may not, or cannot, be met in a domain. For example, in healthcare, medical interventions (especially the use of medicines) need to be approved by national review bodies. Thus co-design approaches that let patients design medical interventions cannot always be used in healthcare. Transferability would depend on the nature of patient ideas, which cannot be predicted in advance. Some suggestions would require formal review, but not others (but may still require doctors’ consent).

A method-led framework for transferability thus hinges on the nature of method demands. It is possible to distinguish between demands on the basis of their origins in the focus, roles and resources of design work.

Design Situations and the Foci of Design Work

HCI has advocated user-centred design. If all design was user-centred, then the term would add nothing to design. Not all design is focused on users. Even within user-centred design, we cannot always focus on users. For example, dependencies on, and availability of, the back button for web site navigation must be carefully
considered. Issues and options here are primarily technical, and have little if any bearing on user needs and preferences. Also, reliability and avoiding bias often guide decisions on evaluations. These are technical concerns within a human sciences context, not user issues. An example of a genuinely user-centred design choice would be avoiding use of the word ‘abort’ as a command name (e.g., on a GUI button) or in the text of a prompt (e.g., in a modal dialog box), due to its potential to cause distress to various social groups. From these examples, we can see that there are three distinct types of design choice here:

- Choices about users and other beneficiaries (e.g., pregnant women should not be asked to abort now)
- Choices about artefacts (e.g., disabling back button)
- Choices about evaluations (e.g., Likert scale sizes)

Even at this very high level of abstraction, we can anticipate method demands that are incompatible with domains. For example, incompatibilities can arise if a type of design choice is not valued within a domain. All domains must value choices about artefacts, since choices of form, features, content, capability etc. must occur in all design settings (otherwise nothing gets designed). However, design settings within traditional applied arts or engineering may not value choices about beneficiaries. Indeed, this is why user-centred design came into existence, i.e., as a methodology that was claimed to be superior to the designer-centred applied arts and technology-centred engineering design. Methods that commit considerable resources to understanding users on the basis of primary research (as opposed to stating an unstudied audience) create demands that are not valued when, e.g., designing a bridge or a poster for a play. Conversely, in engineering design, precise actionable verifiable specifications and requirements are more highly valued than in user-centred design. Engineering methods for requirements specification address a type of choice that receives limited attention in user-centred design, i.e., design purpose. Choices of design purpose can also be supported by design briefs for the applied arts, although without emphasis on precision and verification. However, no HCI methods support option generation, option communication and option choice for design purpose (apart from some experimental worth-focused approaches [3,4]).

One way to capture the different types of design choice that are valued in different domains is through the concept of an Abstract Design Situation (ADS [2]). An ADS abstracts over concrete settings to isolate the types of design choices that are made, whether simple (e.g., choice of evaluation) or complex (e.g., aligning evaluation with design purpose and beneficiaries). We can distinguish four ADS classes:

- **Applied Arts**: explicit choices about artefacts and evaluations, co-ordinated through reflection/critique
- **Engineering**: explicit choices about artefacts, purpose and evaluations, aligned via requirements
- **User-Centred**: explicit choices about artefacts, beneficiaries and evaluations, aligned via rationales
- **Design for Human Outcomes**: explicit choices about artefacts, beneficiaries and evaluations, aligned with explicit choices of purpose (e.g., worth focus)

Each type of explicit design choice (simple or complex) creates demands that may not currently be valued in a domain or sector. We can refine our initial conjecture:
a method is transferrable to domains that sufficiently value and prioritise its associated design choice types. However, this does not imply that design methods associated with ‘unwelcome’ choice types cannot transfer. This will only be so if the key influencers within a domain or sector cannot be persuaded to alter their perspectives. Such changes of heart are not uncommon. For example, in the UK, some areas of public service design have recently embraced user-centred co-design approaches. Similarly, the CHI-MED project in the UK (www.chi-med.ac.uk) aims to enable the adoption of user-centred and safety critical methods for medical device development. Given this, transferability is unlikely to be a property of method(ologie)s alone, but instead also results from interactions between human communities.

Methods give rise to demands through their association with types of design choices. Further demands are revealed as we drop down a level of abstraction.

Meta-Principles and the Roles of Design Work

Methods rarely fully support the making of design choices. Instead, different methods perform different roles in relation to making choices. To be able to choose, designers need a ‘menu’ of well expressed realistic options. Some methods thus focus on the generation of options, others on their communication, and others on their credibility. Methods thus need to be combined to support high quality choices. For example, personas are primarily a resource for expressing potential beneficiaries. Not all will be primary personas, so choices have to be made. However, for personas to be credible, they need to be grounded in field data.

Design and evaluation methods thus have different roles relative to different types of design choices (e.g., choices of beneficiaries). Roles correspond to different types of design work, which in turn are instances of meta-principles for designing [1]:

- receptiveness: openness to options
- expressivity: clarity of options
- credibility: realism of options

Note that a method often only adequately performs one primary role, and thus needs to be combined with other methods to ensure that a wide range of realistic options are clearly expressed to enable high quality design choices. Methods typically also support one type of design choice, e.g., expressivity for beneficiaries, credibility of evaluations, or receptiveness to creative opportunities for digital products or services.

As with design choice types, the values required from a meta-principle may make inappropriate demands for some domains. For example, receptiveness to creative opportunities for artefact is more strongly favoured in applied art settings than in engineering design settings, and even less so in user-centred design settings. Also, rich expressivity is favoured more in applied arts and user-centred settings than in engineering, which values precision over inspiration. Despite the scientific foundations of user-centred design, standards of credibility tend to be higher in engineering design. Applied arts traditions value designers’ judgements over objective credibility.

(1)
A method’s transferability thus also depends on the work that it supports. We can add a second conjecture:

(2) a method is transferrable to domains that sufficiently value and prioritise it role in design work for its associated choice types.

If associated choice types are not valued in a domain, then neither is the work supported by a method.

Receptiveness, expressivity and credibility are three simple meta-principles that associate with a single design choice type. Complex meta-principles involve multiple design choice types, but are mostly associated with design settings that design for human outcomes, where four choice types need to be co-ordinated. In engineering design, co-ordination tends to be achieved via verifiable requirements, and in user-centred design via design rationale methods (albeit often tacitly and inconsistently). For reasons of space, the fit between domain values and the three complex meta-principles of committedness, improvability and inclusiveness [1] is not considered in this paper.

Methods thus give rise to demands through their association with types of both design choices and design work that may not be valued in a domain. Further demands are again revealed as we drop down a further level of abstraction to look inside methods.

Inside Methods: Design and Evaluation Resources

Methods support design work, but they are not themselves design work. A gap between generalised methods and actual work practices has to be filled with project specific resources. For example, for user testing, participant recruitment criteria, test briefings, instructions, activities and debriefings must all be decided upon within specific projects. There are no generic criteria here. Every user test setting is unique.

Given the loose coupling between methods as ideas and work as a reality, the word approach better indicates that much work is needed in response to choosing some approach. Workable methods only result when resources for an approach have been complemented, parameterised and/or applied in a specific design setting. The effort required to get from an outline approach to a practical method may not be feasible for some domains. We can thus add a third conjecture:

(3) an approach is transferrable to domains that can afford the effort required to produce a practical high quality method when using the approach’s resources.

The nature of the resources that comprise approaches is an open question, but examples of resource types for design and evaluation methods include [8]:

(i) scoping resources that indicate the extent of applicability, e.g., specialised heuristics for computer games [5]
(ii) expressive resources that communicate the output of a method via specifications, reports, templates and formats etc., e.g., The ISO Common Industry Format (CIF) for evaluation reports [6]
(iii) instrumentation resources that collect issues and measures for evaluations, e.g, physiological measurement instruments [7]

Such resources give rise to further demands in addition to those associated with design work and choice types.
For example, domains that value scientific validation approaches may find heuristics unacceptable. Similarly, domains that value expert judgement may see no value in CIFs. Also, domains where user experience is not a primary consideration are unlikely to value physiological measurement instruments. We can thus add a fourth conjecture:

(4) an approach is transferrable to domains where its supplied resources are valued

Further conjectures can be derived from more detailed analysis of the interactions between design choice types, design work types, and design and evaluation resources, but there is not space here to extend the analysis. Clearly, there is more to method transferability between domains than the four conjectures derived above, but these do offer a basis for more systematic derivation of testable hypotheses.

Conclusions
A compact method-led framework (Figure 1) of choice types, work types, and resources within approaches has more promise as a basis for investigating the bases for method transferability than an approach based on demarcating domain types and their attributes. This paper has focused on presenting the framework and deriving conjectures as a contribution to the new research focus on method transferability. Space has not allowed a thorough and systematic defence of the framework. Instead, examples have been used throughout to indicate how the framework could be grounded in realistic HCI examples.

A method-led framework indicates that when considering domains, the focus should be on values within the domain, in terms of what is prized, favoured and shunned, and the worth relations resulting from what can be invested to realised prized and favoured value within a domain. However, domains are not static. As with all human structures, values can change. Methodologies that are not immediately transferrable now could become transferrable by gaining support from key influencers, e.g., those responsible for legislation for the safety of medical devices, or the fairness of computer-administered examinations.
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**Abstract**
Within the HCI community there is a need for rich descriptions of User Experience (UX) from a real life perspective in order to guide future experience-centered design processes. Most UX insights are revealed in lab or field studies where people are directly involved in the data collection process. Within this paper, we make an initial step towards getting a richer understanding of car owners’ experiences by investigating already available, written experience reports in a selected online car forum with the means of qualitative text analysis. We want to show the potential of qualitative analysis for getting less biased insights on UX. Following a grounded theory approach four main categories are identified and interpreted from the reports. They are further grouped into four car experience types and described in more detail with regard to their main characteristics and linked with relevant UX components to guide future experience-centered design processes of in-car interfaces.
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Introduction & Motivation
According to Wright and McCarthy [8], people want to share significant experiences with others, and others often expect to hear people’s stories of such experiences. This process might be thought of as “recounting” or “storytelling” (see also [1][8]). Thus, communicated, remembered experiences and the way they are reported in texts can be considered as relevant sources for exploring UX. However, such stories can never catch the totality of peoples’ lived experience as they are always edited versions.

We aimed at getting a deeper understanding of car owners’ remembered experiences as a initial step within a large seven-year research project on UX in the automotive domain. The central focus of our work is on how people describe experiences with their cars and where these descriptions are embedded in and linked to. By investigating written experience reports in online car fora with the means of qualitative text analysis, we made an initial step towards getting a richer understanding of car owners’ experiences. The study results build the basis for the second step, which aims at identifying relevant components of UX for in-car interfaces, that should guide the experience prototyping, design and UX evaluation processes.

Related Work
The presence of a researcher in a specific context can easily disturb and influence the users’ experiences. Thus, several self-reporting methods such as probing, experience-sampling (ESM), or Experience Reports [5] have been introduced in HCI. All these methods provide participants with tools and materials for collecting and reflecting their experiences for themselves. Although the collected data have proved to be valuable, the participants are still aware of being part of a study and may be influenced by this fact. One way to reduce this bias and reveal more realistic data are long-term studies [4]. Another way is to apply non-reactive, unobtrusive methods (e.g., content analysis) [1]. When applying such methods, the person is not aware of the object of a research project and no specific action is requested on his/her side. The challenge is to achieve a differentiated understanding of UX by combining data from reactive methods with insights from non-reactive methods, such as peoples’ descriptions of experiences (e.g., reviews, narrations [8] etc.) initiated and produced by themselves.

Stories and narrations are a vehicle that people use to condense and remember experiences, and to communicate them to an audience [3]. This happens extensively through web blog entries, discussion fora, product test reports, experience reports, etc. As Blythe and Cairns [1] showed in their study, such material provides a rich resource to inform research and design, but also requires new methods. Qualitative research is useful to explore, discover, understand, and describe phenomena that have already been identified but are not well understood yet, such as the UX concept [6].
Text Analysis of Car Forum Entries
A qualitative analysis was conducted for uncovering peoples’ car experiences based on written experience reports collected from a public online car forum. We are aware that experience descriptions in car fora only illuminate a facet of the whole experience of a car owner (without linkage to a particular car type), but we are confident that the selected approach represents an initial step towards understanding UX in the automotive context. The selected car forum “Autoplenum.de” is an appropriate source for data because it provides written descriptions of personal experiences by car owners, and serves as a place for communicating these experiences.

The newest entries from the car forum were selected (using theoretical sampling) and analyzed by two coders together using theoretical coding in the tradition of the grounded theory [9]. Theoretical saturation was reached after the coding of 21 experience stories (meaning that new data did not require the creation of new categories). The average text length was 337 words; all stories were from different authors.

Text analysis by Strauss is chosen as an appropriate method to analyze narrations about remembered experiences. Our central research question was: How do people experience their car? In order to investigate this question, we focused on the descriptions in the car forum. We believe that remembered experiences and the way they are reported in texts provide a first foundation for formulating car experience types. By the use of text analysis, we identified categories in the text and the relations between these categories. The basic activity in the analysis was the coding of the data, i.e. isolating different concepts in the text, with three successive types of coding: 1) open coding, 2) axial coding, and 3) selective coding. This text analysis process was applied in this initial exploratory study as part of a seven-year research project on Contextual Interfaces and UX research, amongst others, focusing on the automotive domain. Based on the coding process, the following four categories were identified:

1. **Attributed qualities**: characteristics car owners attribute to their car (e.g., fuel-efficient, fast).
2. **System characteristics**: car related features mentioned by car owners (e.g., gas consumption, engine performance).
3. **Needs and motives**: arguments car owners use to describe their needs and motives for owning a car (e.g., practicability, social belonging).
4. **Car perceptions**: experiences describing the car owners’ main focus and values toward their car (e.g., car as tool, car as status symbol).

By using a matrix, the above revealed categories were further linked to each other using the analysis software NVivo1. Thus, we identified commonalities and differences between the sub-categories. In a next interpretation step, four main car experience types were extracted based on these initial analysis steps.

**Initial Car Experience Types**
The four revealed car experience types are presented below, summarizing the initial analysis results from the text analysis based on the selected cases.

**Type 1: Car as Tool**
This type mainly sees the car as a “means to an end”, using it for the purpose of transport. Reasons for owning a car are to facilitate everyday activities and routines. Thus, *practicability* and *suitability for everyday life* is in the foreground. Attributed

---

1 NVivo website: http://www.qsrinternational.com/
characteristics were for example spacious, comfortable, adjustable, easy to use, well-arranged, family-friendly. Safety and reliability were expressed to be essential, revealed in attributions like reliable, safe, stable, and robust. Within the experience reports positive attributes (e.g., fast, powerful, smooth, appealing, sophisticated, praiseworthy, ideal, impressive, convenient, fuel-efficient) and negative attributes (e.g., need to get used to, fuel-inefficient, poorly equipped, old-fashioned/outdated, loud, faulty) were mentioned at the same time. Overall, the car descriptions can be characterized as objective descriptions, listing both positive and negative attributes in a rather neutral tone. In sum, people belonging to this type are satisfied with their cars, they are aware that they do not have high-end cars but take negative attributes into account. However, the positive attributes outweigh the negative ones.

Type 2: Car as Fascination Object
For this car experience type, the car represents a positive entity. Interacting with the car induces positive feelings or memories, indicated by predominant positive associations in the texts. Motives found for this type are nostalgia (thinking of the good old times) or identity management (upgrading one’s identity by driving a rare/scarcce car). When reading such car descriptions, one has the feeling that the author is a fan of his own car, praising it and writing about the car in a very positive way. Exaggerated affirmations and rather car-untary attributions can be found in the texts, such as top class, amazing, awesome, genial, impressive, and incomparable. Negative aspects of the car are only mentioned marginally or are not mentioned at all. Positive associated feelings with the car are the main focus within these reports (e.g., robust, snappy, smooth, melodious). Overall, the car owners seem to have a special relationship to their car, often describing it as something reliable they are proud of.

Type 3: Car for Self-Appreciation
For this third type, the car represents a means to enhance the persons’ social status/identity and to facilitate social affiliation. Moreover, having an enjoyable and pleasurable experience while driving the car (enjoyment of driving) can be found throughout these reports, and becomes a repeated key element in the persons’ experiences. Another characteristic of this type is the desire to be outstanding or to belong to a special social group. This seems to be achieved by owning a special and unique car. The authors often mention attributes such as rare, expensive, and authentic for underlining the uniqueness of their car. The car seems to represent a fixed point in their lives, cars being stable in their value for the owner and driving the car is needed by the owner (addictive tendencies in the examined reports). Overall, the car seems to affect the personality of the car owner in a way that is considered as positive and valuable for their life and personal/social identification.

Type 4: Car as Frustration Object
This type differs from the previous three types mainly by characterizing the car as an object of frustration. Only negative characteristics are attributed to the car (e.g., car causes costs, deficient, expensive, fuel-inefficient); no positive attributes can be found in the forum reports. By listing negative aspects of the car, the car owner seems to communicate his/her frustration to the rest of the world. A clear motive for owning a car cannot be identified. Reports of this kind are highly emotional and subjective, revealing the author’s disappointment and anger about the car.
An overview on all four identified car experience types and a summary of their main characteristics can be found in table 1. The main characteristics are linked to relevant UX components, which we identified in an extensive previous literature review.

**Conclusions and Future Work**

Our primary goal was to identify relevant categories of "car experiences" from the written car experience reports by means of text analysis and theoretical coding following a grounded theory approach. By trying to understand how people describe their experiences with their car, main attributed qualities, system characteristics, needs and motives, and peoples' perceptions of their car were identified and further interpreted, and grouped into four main car experience types. It is essential for designers to understand these different types. When we know what people remember and recount from their experiences to others, then we can reveal domain-appropriate design recommendations and experience types later on as well as develop, for instance, measuring tools for exploring UX in consideration of the context in which the experiences occur. Currently, for instance, we develop a first version of a car experience questionnaire based on the attributes revealed from the text analysis. This questionnaire will be further extended with more data sets and validated in follow-up user studies in the
automotive context to collect further insights on car experience types using additional data sources as well as considering different car types and owners’ experiences. In addition, the grouped car experience types can be further developed and used as an inspirational tool for experience-centered design (similar to personas, however, with a special focus on relevant UX components to be considered in the design process). Moreover, we intend to explore our approach towards other domain areas.

Although the text analysis used in the presented qualitative study helps to gather rich descriptions of UX, it has also limitations. Text analyses focus on written reports of remembered experiences produced by people and thus, the analysis misses the experiences not remembered by people or not communicated in the texts. As stated at the beginning of the paper, it is essential to link such data from non-reactive studies with reactive data collection methods. We are planning further user studies using narrative methods (e.g., explicitation interviews [2]) to extend our car experience type descriptions.
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UCD practice in SMEs – an explorative study in Flanders

Abstract
In this paper we report the results of an exploratory study on the contextual factors of User-Centered Design (UCD) practice in small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in Flanders. To achieve this, we carried out a qualitative mapping study with five organizations: two SMEs, one research department in a large company, and two consultancy firms. This specific selection was made to gain insight from different perspectives on the issue. An important characteristic of UCD practice in SMEs is uncertainty on the part of the client company. This relates to what has been called “wicked problems” in literature, and what differentiates industry from academia. In order to manage uncertainty before and during projects, the organizations had to spend a lot of effort in communication with the client; in these communications visual material was preferred over textual documents.
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**Introduction**

The academic community has developed many different methods that can be used in UCD. An important issue with these methods is that more often than not, these methods are created from an academic viewpoint, and are difficult to implement in industry practice [3][4][6][8]. It is therefore essential to understand how UCD is used in practice in order to develop or adapt methods that work in an industry context. The main difference between the academic (scientific) context, and the industry context is that the former can invest a significant amount of time and effort into controlling every aspect of their scientific studies, whereas the latter are confronted with several constraints such as limited budgets, short timeframes etc [3][6]. The latter situation has been described as “wicked problems” [1][5]. Whereas [2][8] focus on usability evaluation methods, this paper investigates how SMEs appropriate aspects of UCD in general into their industry context for product improvement and/or innovation.

This study was carried out in the Usewell research project, which is aimed at stimulating UCD practice in Flemish SMEs. To achieve that goal we aim to develop a toolkit for SMEs starting out with UCD. The explorative study in this paper forms the first step the project: we want to understand UCD practice in SMEs from an industry point of view, in Flanders. The research question is how contextual factors in which these SMEs operate daily, influence and shape their application of UCD principles and methods. The insights obtained from this study form essential input for the design of the roadmap and toolkit.

The paper is structured as follows: first, we describe the method we used, followed by the organizations that took part in our study. Then, we discuss the main results of the study. Finally, we formulate the main conclusions.

**Method**

To gather data about the organizations involved, we used an informal interview/information-gathering technique called ‘mapping’. Instead of asking participants to present their experiences and past projects in a standard powerpoint presentation or document, we, along with the participants, used the mapping session to map the trajectory of the players in the project: who was involved, the role he/she played, the various stages of the project, timeline, etc.

The benefit of mapping is that it shares, records and documents insight into a particular organization’s working process and allows the moderator and the participants to have conversations about the project and its key components instead of following a linear structure. Using a limited icon set to map the conversation and experience, these icons act as touch points that allow researchers to gather and analyze information across organizations. In this study the mapping technique was mainly used to stimulate the conversation; the icon sets, the layers of transparent paper, and their annotations, form an external representation which helps participants in dynamic problem solving [7].
In the following instances, the mapping kit used was loosely based on the existing Map-It toolkit (www.map-it.be). The icon set for these mapping sessions included the following key icons: duration/phases, people/group roles, opportunity, achievement, tool, problem, method, role-change and documentation, lock and bomb.

**Figure 1.** Mapping a project using the toolkit

Mapping allows for collective group reflection on a given project. Mapping gives respondents a chance to ‘lock’ elements that were/are successful (allowing them to discuss why they are successful and to consider how it can be implemented in other projects) and ‘bomb’ aspects that should be reviewed before being implemented again (aspects that did not go well). Instead of mapping a project from left to right, the mapping technique also uses transparency and layering, so that it is possible to visualize how aspects of the project are ‘built upon’ instead of seeing a project as a linear succession.

Part workshop and part conversation, mapping requires a moderator to lead the mapping activity and participants from the organization that are/were actively involved on the project being mapped. In our study there were one or two moderators and one researcher observing and taking notes. In three cases the mapping was carried out with one person on behalf of the organization, in one case there were two people, and in the last case, there were four people involved.

For data analysis we relied on the researcher’s notes made during the mapping study with each organization. These notes are the researcher’s summaries made of participants’ arguments when they placed ‘bombs’ and ‘locks’ on the mapping of their project; the notes describe the contextual difficulties encountered by the organizations, and the respective ways of dealing with these difficulties.

**Participants**

In order to gain insight from different perspectives, we selected two SMEs (the main focus of the project), two UCD consultancy firms, and one research department inside a larger company. All organizations (or specific teams) involved less than 10 people. The perspective of a UCD consultancy is relevant since their main activities involve helping out other companies without UCD knowledge or experience. Involving a research department of larger company helped us to get a view on the role of UCD in innovation. In sum, obtaining insights from different viewpoints seems advantageous given the explorative nature of the study.
The different organizations involved will now be described by relying on the descriptions they gave of themselves during the mapping study.

The first organization (which we will name C1 in this paper), is an SME that started as a university spin-off. Their main focus is creating software solutions for the social economy with the goal of improving the lives of people with disabilities. They operate in Belgium.

The second organization (C2) is also an SME working on information and audiovisual technologies for a broad, diverse range of clients in the educational, cultural and training sectors, in Belgium as well as abroad.

The third organization (C3) is a UCD and innovation consultancy firm offering the whole range of UCD activities and innovation, for public and private sector clients in Belgium and abroad.

The fourth organization (C4) is also a UCD and innovation consultancy (the only Dutch partner in the project), carrying out design research and service design, for a broad and diverse range of Dutch and international clients, in the public and private sector.

The fifth organization (C5) is a research and development (R&D) department inside a larger, international technology company, which is involved in "everything that goes on in the network". The role of the R&D department is to create "disruptive innovations" in the domain of visual communications for the larger company.

Results
Uncertainty
An important theme recurring in all conversations with the organizations is uncertainty on the part of their clients or other stakeholders, or on the part of the organization that is working with the client.

One form of uncertainty on the part of the organizations occurs before the start of the project when decision-makers have to be convinced to go ahead with the project. Oftentimes such a decision-maker is not the same person as the one a company talks to about the scope of the project on the part of the client (C2, C3, and C4). Furthermore, a lot of new funding can be at stake for the organization when trying to acquire new projects; it is therefore a delicate balancing act in how much effort to spend in this pre-project phase (C1 and C2).

A second form of uncertainty occurs during the projects. This uncertainty is the changing project scope. In that regard, C4 mentioned that they created a detailed plan for themselves to anticipate on possible outcomes of each phase of the project. At the same time they argued that this detailed plan was always changed significantly at the end of project. Nevertheless, they still considered the exercise of making a detailed plan and evaluating possible directions a project could take as essential.

Communication
In order to manage the above mentioned uncertainties, good communication is vital. The question is: what does good communication actually entail?
All organizations considered visual design documents (personas, user interface sketches, logical schemes...) absolutely necessary. Textual design documents were considered less powerful in order to communicate ideas to and discuss them with the client. In the project discussed with C5 videos were created in order to show a design concept in which they showed people using their application concept in scenarios. The team members found that the video conveyed their ideas better than written personas and scenarios, when they showed them inside their larger organization. The downside was the time that was needed to make these video productions. C4 also used video in order to show design concepts, or to illustrate certain aspects of their ethnographic findings.

One of the tools C1 extensively used during client meetings was a whiteboard which allowed them to show, map and draw schemes and plans for discussion with the client. C3 mentioned that using mockups and prototypes they created made their client realize and appreciate the work that is needed to generate these prototypes. Due to severe time constraints C2 used screenshots (very easy, fast and cheap to make) of work-in-progress to communicate the state of the project and discuss its direction.

This does not mean that textual documents were never used; but their use was mainly for documentation i.e. to look up certain decisions (and/or their rationale) made during the project afterwards.

The above statements show us that the organizations decided in each situation what UCD method was the best course of action (based on the available time and budget), and adapted it to their needs.

**Persuasion, Involvement**

There are different kinds of communication that occur during the course of a project. Which kinds were considered important by the organizations?

Before the start of an actual project, C3 argued that persuasion is important in order to get the client on board. C3 used storytelling to make a compelling case based on their prior cases with other clients to convince the client of the outcome and benefits the proposed UCD approach. There was no standard way of doing this; based on what they knew of the client, they decided on the spot what and how to show their clients what they considered to be valuable approaches.

During projects all organizations met with the client on a regular basis in order to steer the project. C4 considered it very important to involve the client and different stakeholders directly in the project. Stakeholders were invited to workshops in which they would analyze the ethnographic research (maps, photographs, quotes...) results together. The results would not be completely analyzed before going into the workshop. This way they would avoid going into these workshop with their minds made up, and increase the involvement of the client themselves by having them work with the material.

Communication was considered an essential project activity during the discussion of the ‘locks’ and ‘bombs’. To illustrate its importance, C4 stated that half of the project work consist of communication with the client.

**Conclusions**

The main theme that came forward by analyzing the results of the mapping study was uncertainty on behalf...
of the client which is consistent with what in literature is described as practice (as opposed to academic context) and industry [2][3][6][8]. Before a project could start, the organization had to convince the client that the proposed UCD approach justified the investment. During the project the organizations showed how they mainly used visual means of communication. To conclude, communication was a very important topic that came forward during the discussion of the ‘locks’ and ‘bombs’ on the mappings.

The main implication of these results for the design of our roadmap and toolkit is that in addition to providing useful UCD content (methods, principles), a great deal of attention will have to be paid to communicating this content to SMEs without UCD experience. We can hereby think of use cases which illustrate how a certain UCD method was adapted to the specific company context, and what the value was of the applied approach for the client.

In future work, we will perform a more thorough analysis based on the complete transcriptions of the interviews (as opposed to only using researcher’s notes), an analysis of the mapping artifacts, and a comparison of these two data sources.
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